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Abstract
Landfilling waste material is still one of the most common methods to take care of waste in a big
part of the world. Gaborone, the capital of Botswana located in the southern part of Africa is no
different in this way. The major part of all waste is landfilled in Gaborone and there is only a
minor part of all collected material that is recycled. One solution that earlier studies suggest is
to build a transfer and recycling station in the city of Gaborone that can contribute to a more
sustainable waste management. This study aims to identify the major waste streams of
recyclable waste and also the major stakeholders that are active in this area through an
exploratory study involving interviews, a workshop and a survey. The result of this thesis can
hopefully assist in the preparations for such a transfer station. The conclusions of this study are
many and contains of both hard facts and also loose ends that can contribute to pursue further
studies. The first important result is that all the waste collection companies transports
everything they collects to a landfill and it is only recycling organizations that are working with
collection and recycling in Gaborone. These recycling organizations are a few but smaller
compared to the waste collection companies in collected amounts of material. Besides these
collection organizations, Gaborone City Council, the local municipality works with collection of
household waste and the collaboration between these three groups that operates in the same
environment is very poor. All the interviewed stakeholders showed a positive interest in the
transfer and recycling station but there is only a small part of the commercial business in
Gaborone that believes in a more serious waste management than landfilling. Despite that one
major shopping mall actually sort out recyclables and saves 30% in waste management costs
thanks to that. Another issue is the prevailing cultural contradictions that is obvious among the
organizations in Gaborone. The last two bigger issues is the tremendously dull political
bureaucracy that is appearing in Botswana and also that voices are raised that corruption is
great beneath the surface.
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1 Introduction
The introductory chapter provides an introduction of the topic and why the thesis should be
performed. It also presents the objective with its related research questions. Finally, the
delimitations are presented which aims to clarify the scope of the thesis and also helps to keep a
suitable workload in relation to the timetable.

1.1 Background
Waste is something that the world´s population sees every single day, whether they like it or
not. All this waste appears different depending on the geographic location. Before this thesis it
has been made three other master theses with the objective to see how the waste management
is conducted in Gaborone, Botswana and this thesis will be a continuation of these theses. One of
the results of these was to implement a transfer and recycling station somewhere in the
Gaborone region. GTARS (Gaborone transfer and recycling station) is a project, where the
objective is to do a pilot study for such a station in Gaborone. This thesis is a part of this GTARS
project. The GTARS project is funded by SIDA (Swedish International Development Cooperation
Agency).
Gaborone is the capital of Botswana and has approximately 250 000 inhabitants. The waste in
the Gaborone region is mainly collected by the city council or other smaller private
organizations and then transported to a landfill 35 kilometres outside the town without any
pre-treatment. It is only a small amount of waste that is collected, sent to South Africa and
recycled (Kanda & Taye, 2011; Nagabooshnam, 2011). According to this background, the waste
will be a big issue for Gaborone in the future. Gaborone is growing rapidly and with more
habitants, the waste flow will increase. Right now there is also a great reliance on the landfill as
the main waste management solution and that is not sustainable solution in the future.
Why is this not sustainable? Because with more waste, there will be more trucks carrying this
waste and bigger areas to landfill. Bigger areas to landfill mean that in the long run, there is
greater risk of poisoning the ground and the groundwater. In order to achieve a sustainable
waste management, the potential stakeholders in Gaborone region should be integrated and
form an integrated sustainable waste management (Suresh & Vijayakumar, 2011). To design a
proper functioning waste management system, a material and stakeholder analysis is a
fundamental input (Petersen, 2004).

1.2 Objective and Research Questions
The objective of this master thesis is to conduct a waste material flow and stakeholder analysis
before the design of Gaborone Transfer and Recycling Station. The objective can be divided into
five different research questions (RQ). These research questions clarifying the main objective
and provides support during the thesis.
RQ 1. How does the waste material flow look like in Gaborone with associated volumes?
The first research question will provide information about how the current waste material
situation looks like among the major actors handling with waste in Gaborone. This research
question is fundamental in this thesis and serves as a basis for the following research questions.
It will provide important facts that the other research questions can take advantage of. This
question also covers the rough quantities of the materials transported or collected.
RQ 2. What are stakeholders’ current total logistical/waste management costs? Second
question will try to investigate the stakeholder’s expenses associated to their material
1

transports or their fees for waste disposal. Expenditures that question referring to are the
current costs at this moment.
RQ 3. What are stakeholders’ current objectives? The objectives of each stakeholder are
important for understanding their current behaviour, and also get a picture of their purposes
and activities.
RQ 4. What level of cooperative potential do stakeholders have? Question four will
investigate the rate of cooperative potential among the different stakeholders. This rate
provides a basis for explaining the stakeholder’s behaviour.
RQ 5. What are stakeholders’ thoughts about a transfer and recycling station?
Understanding what the stakeholders think about a transfer and recycling station in Gaborone
helps to get a clearer picture of what the situation is right now and how the forecast for the
future could look like.

1.3 Delimitations of the thesis
Material flow and stakeholder theory are two great areas of research and therefore some
limitations have to be made to get the outcome fit the objective.
The research will only focus on potential stakeholders for the Gaborone Transfer and Recycling
Station (GTARS) project. These stakeholders might appear different but the common
denominator is that they are involved in waste generation, waste management or recycling in
any way. A stakeholder can be any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the
achievement of the GTARS project objective according to (Freeman, 1984). In this thesis,
stakeholders will only be organizations of various kinds. The studied stakeholders are all active
in the Gaborone region. This is the major industrial region in Botswana and also the actual
municipality for the GTARS project.

2

2 Method
This chapter describe how the work is planned to be performed. There is also specific theory
related to this methodology section. This chapter simply helps the reader to understand the
working process and gives emphasis to why the specific parts should be used.

2.1 Strategy to answering the research questions
The objective of this thesis is to conduct a waste material flow and stakeholder analysis before
an eventual design of a transfer and recycling station in Gaborone, Botswana and this objective
is divided into the five research questions described in section 1.2. These five research
questions are either “how” or “what” questions and according to Yin (2009) this types of
questions are of an exploratory nature. The area that this thesis will do a profound analysis in is
the waste and recycling environment in Gaborone that is quite unknown according to earlier
research and an unfamiliar environment for the investigator. When an investigator has small
control over events and when the focus is on a contemporary issue within a real-life context
these types of “how” and “what” questions are a good approach in studies of an exploratory
nature and they will help narrowing down the research for further studies (Yin, 2009).
To fully answer the five research questions following four methods will be used; literature
studies, interview study, a stakeholder workshop and a stakeholder survey. These four methods
will together form the way towards answering the research questions. According to Yin (2009)
a case study with interviews is very good to corroborate with other studies, for example a
survey or a workshop. Sections (2.2-2.5) will explain the methodologies for the different parts.
RQ 1. How does the waste material flow look like in Gaborone with associated volumes?
To answer this question properly a comprehensive case study will be done where different
stakeholders in the waste and recycling sector in Gaborone will be interviewed and analysed. A
case study including open-ended interviews is a distinct advantage when answering a “how”
question because the respondent have a possibility to present his or hers own opinion
regarding the question (Yin, 2009).
To provide enough information to design this research question a literature study was
conducted and relevant literature about the waste and recycling sector in Gaborone was read
before the research question were divided into smaller open-ended interview questions.
RQ 2. What is the stakeholders current total logistical/waste management cost? The
second research question is of a more precise nature and will provide answers that are possible
to compare with other results and findings. This question puts greater demands on the
interviewer because this type of question may involve critical details from the stakeholder.
When dealing with such situations it is of greatest extent that the interview questions are easy
for the stakeholders to understand (Thomsson, 2010). Also this question will be answered with
help of the interview study because it is the easiest and most secure way to receive the right
type of information. When doing an interview study, the interviewer has a possibility to assist
with details about the questions when the respondent are unsure about what information that
are sought from the investigator (Yin, 2009). Another important aspect regarding this question
is that a person with enough power is interviewed so the answers that is provided are the right
one.
RQ 3. What is the stakeholder’s current objective? This third question is of a different kind
of nature than the first two because it deals with more human values rather than facts and
figures. The interview study will be the main input to answering this research question because
3

in an interview it is possible to focus on the interviewee and his or her behaviour. Seidman
(1998) says that “interviews provides access to the context of people’s behaviour and thereby
provide a way for the researchers to understand the meaning of that behaviour”. Patton (2002)
are on the same line, explaining that qualitative interviews are especially good when evaluating
behaviour from a study.
RQ 4. What level of cooperative potential does the stakeholder have? This question is also
a question that builds upon the behaviour of the stakeholder. It will provide useful facts about
what cooperative level the different stakeholders have. Qualitative interviews make the
investigator understanding the behaviour of the respondent (Patton, 2002; Seidman 1998).
Therefore are qualitative interviews the first part to answer RQ4. To identify the cooperative
potential among stakeholders one have to see the whole environment where the stakeholder
are active according to Freeman (1984). That meaning says that it is just not to do an interview
study and then know everything about an organizations cooperative potential. To answer this
question fully all the different research methods will be used. First, the interview study will get
the basic knowledge of what the respondent thinks about the other stakeholders. After that will
hopefully the workshop tell us about what bonds the different stakeholders have to each other.
With help of these inputs one can analyse how these bonds works in practice. At the end the
survey will provide important information about which stakeholders that are mentioning each
other in their respective answers.
Another side-track to answer this question is the possibility to listen on the other respondents
and their description of each other’s objectives during the interviews because according to Orr
(2014) a discussion about other stakeholders will provide the researcher with information
about the past.
RQ 5. How do the stakeholder’s thoughts about a transfer and recycling station look like?
To be able to answer what a stakeholder thinks about a transfer and recycling station you
simply should know how the waste stream looks like and what different roles the different
stakeholders has. That will partly be answered with help of the open-ended interview study
because that type of study offer the respondent the possibility to answer with their own opinion
according to Yin (2009) and that is exactly what is asked for in this question. RQ5 will also be
answered with great help of both the workshop and the survey because they offer different
ways for the stakeholders to provide input to this question. A survey or a questionnaire can
offer important perspectives and concerns and also generate ideas for the future according to
Orr (2014) and that is what this questions needs to be fully answered. With help of a workshop
there is a greater chance to get more information and findings from the stakeholders. In a
workshop there should be emphasis on knowledge exchange and a good approach is to have a
subsequent discussion after the project presentation (Orr, 2014).

2.2 Literature Methodology
Relevant literature has been reviewed during this thesis to gain knowledge about the different
topics. These topics have been waste management in Botswana, Sweden and in general, waste
material flow and stakeholder theory. In addition to these, also the fields of interview theory
have been reviewed because the interview theory has been a vital part of this thesis. According
to Yin (2009) an exploratory study consists of narrowing down the research for further studies.
One can see the literature study as the first part in narrowing down the research to understand
what was important to enhance in terms of knowledge before the commencement of the
interview study. When searching for literature the parts about Botswana and Sweden were
gathered from respective countries but regarding the general waste management literature it
was searched for without a geographical requirement. Some important keywords that have
been used to find relevant literature are waste management Botswana or Sweden, waste
management developing countries, sustainable waste management, waste material flows and
4

stakeholder theory etc. In the cases where it has been possible the different sources has been
compared and valuated but in the most cases they have been used one by one. One area that is
quite small are stakeholder theory regarding environmental issues but as a gift Orr (2014) just
published her book at the same time as this thesis was conducted so there is a lot of relevant
recent theory from that book. The read literature has been read in a critical way and it has been
a big focus on the relevant parts leaving the less relevant parts to that point.
When analysing the different results from the interview study, workshop and the survey the
literature study is paramount. Without the knowledge of the relevant topics it is impossible to
draw conclusions about those. The focus of the analyses had the starting point in the five
research questions but was expanded when the need for more literature in stakeholder theory
was required.

2.3 Interview Methodology
The interview study was performed during November and December 2013 and on site in
Gaborone, Botswana. This was essential because without this on site studies of the stakeholders
it would have been impossible to get near these findings that the thesis have been presented.
Before the interview study started, a flyer with information about the Transfer & Recycling
Project was delivered from Vafab Miljö AB and that flyer was attached to every respondent at
the interviews. These flyers provided useful information about the project and made it easier to
start the interviews with some knowledge exchange about the project.
The objective and the research questions served as a basis when identified and selected the
stakeholders to interview because successful interviews should be constructed with careful
considering the research questions throughout the process according to Doody and Noonan
(2013). To get a good picture over a waste flow as RQ 1 asks for one have to see where it starts
and where it ends so the stakeholders that was interested is waste sources, waste
collectors/transporters and recyclers. This thesis was just focusing on the major waste flows
and major stakeholders so it was just those that is interesting here. Gaborone City Council (GCC)
was the local collaborator to this thesis and served as a help on site in finding the stakeholders.
In addition to that the plan was also to ask around as much as possible what stakeholders that
were active within the waste management sector in Gaborone. It is important to look beyond
your allies to seek out stakeholders who can contribute meaningfully in this analysis according
to Orr (2014) and that was an important aspect to take into account when searching for
stakeholders. The selection of stakeholders should be based on two elements according to West
and Clark (2006) and these two are the interest of an actor in the issue and the resources or
strengths that he or she can bring to the process. These aspects was in mind when searching
around for important stakeholders to this thesis.
The five different research questions served as a basis when constructing the interview
questions for the interview study. This was done by using a table form that identified which
individual research question would be answered by the various sub-questions during each
interview. To make the interviews fit the different interview objects the questions was
customized to fit three different types of stakeholders. When looking at the objective, major
waste flows is going to be localized and the stakeholders that are active within these flows shall
be interviewed. To get a good picture of a waste stream you need to know the source that
generates material, the transporter and the end point. In this case potential stakeholders was
sources of waste, waste collectors/transporters and recyclers/end points. So the interview
questions were divided into three different sets. These three different set of questions can be
found in the appendix, section 10.6. Formulations used in the interviews are not always the
same as the wording of the research questions, and based on that a basis for the interviews was
designed. The approach looks like this since the questions presented to the interview
participant should be formulated so that the participant can understand the concepts referred
5

to (Thomsson, 2010). This conclusion was in mind through the whole thesis when constructing
and implementing the interview study because one have to be aware of the fact that this
interview study were conducted in a foreign part of the world and in the waste sector in Africa.
All the interviews was recorded in the cases where the stakeholders accepted that. A recorded
interview will be a big advantage in terms of contents and it will also be easier to discover
details that were missed during the actual interview (Smith et al, 2009).
When analysing the interviews they were all first transcribed with help of both the recording
and in comprehensive notes. The first transcriptions were quite massive so they were later
downsized so they just consisted of the relevant answers to each interview question. The sets of
questions that were designed before the interview study served as templates when the
interview results were authored. When the transcriptions showed that there were some
information missed a complementary mail interview was conducted.

2.4 Workshop Methodology
Each one of the stakeholders was invited after the interview study to take part in a workshop
which was held in both an educational purpose from the stakeholder perspective and to get
more thoughts out of the stakeholders. The plan before the workshop was to present the project
more in depth in front of the stakeholders. In depth meaning the underlying causes for the
project, findings so far and how the project is being funded. So the planning process before the
workshop included working with a compilation of a quick summary that was presented at the
workshop. One of the main reasons to have a workshop is according to Orr (2014) the
opportunity to exchange a lot of useful information with only a medium effort compared to
other procedures.
The workshop were started with welcoming the stakeholders and after that a presentation was
held from the GCC to explain why the project came through and why they want it to succeed.
Added to this, the summarized findings in Gaborone until that date was presented. These
findings included thoughts that served as an information exchange between the different
stakeholder groups to increase the transparency within the transfer and recycling station
project. After these presentations a discussion was held where the participants were spoken
freely to all the others and voiced their opinions.
During the workshop, notes were taken because it was impossible to record in the environment
it was held. When all the stakeholders were gathered they brought up some topics that were
new so overall the workshop were enhancing the conclusions and added more thoughts to the
discussion.

2.5 Stakeholder Survey Method
The survey for this essay was a short questionnaire that was designed to give the interview
results a greater emphasis in terms of ideas and thoughts about the project. When a stakeholder
says that they are interested during the interviews it is possible that it is just something they
feel at the moment, so using a survey is a good way to see if they really are interested or not. A
survey has many advantages: one can reach many people, they can produce quantitative and
qualitative answers and they can be offered both digital and by paper (Orr, 2014). This survey
was both handed out in paper form and also mailed to all the interviewed stakeholders and
those who take part in the workshop.
The survey consisted of questions regarding the stakeholders thoughts about a transfer and
recycling station, what issues they see in the future and what organizations they propose could
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contribute to such a station. The time demand to complete this survey was approximate five to
ten minutes because it should be an easy task to complete it to avoid a bad rate of participation.
Of course the answer that is coming from the survey is helpful but it is also important to see
who is filling in the survey in terms of stakeholder behavior. The structure of the survey needs
to be really simple to make it easier for the stakeholders to fill it in. The final survey that were
used for this research can be found in section 9.6 together with the replies. It was only a few of
the interviewed stakeholders that completed the survey and that was both positive and
negative. The good side was that those who actually did it can be analyzed in terms of their
interest and behavior compared to the rest. The bad side was that the research misses a lot of
useful input as a survey is according to Orr (2014).
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3 Theoretical Framework
In this chapter the theoretical framework used during the thesis is presented. This framework is
fundamental for understanding the topic. When one understanding the topic you also get a lot
out of the result and the following discussion.

3.1 Waste Management and recycling in Gaborone
The waste management that is practiced in Gaborone is weak in many aspects, both
economically and environmentally. There is a lack of public awareness and proper legislation,
improper planning, lack of recycling sites, absence of public-private partnerships and socioeconomic considerations (Nagabooshnam, 2011; Suresh & Vijayakumar, 2011). Gaborone does
not have a proper framework for handling their waste management issues and they don’t have
any updated day-to-day plan for waste management practices like many developed countries
have. Besides that, the legislation around waste management is outdated because it was
formulated 1998 and Gaborone has grown twice since that date (Nagabooshnam, 2011). The
public awareness around waste issues and the environmental impact of littering is very low in
Botswana.
Nagabooshnam (2011) writes that the littering around Gaborone is heavy and there is an
increase of illegal dumping sites around the town. The recovery companies that are active in
Gaborone are a welcoming note, but the total amount of material they recover is still very small
compared to the total amount of generated waste material. These companies are only involved
in recovering the material and the recycling is done in South Africa or Zimbabwe
(Nagabooshnam, 2011). A well-designed transfer and recycling station can reduce the amount
of waste sent to Gamodubu landfill outside Gaborone heavily through sorting out the recyclable
material that is going through the station (Nagabooshnam, 2011; Suresh & Vijayakumar, 2011).
Boolane and Kgathi (2001) arguing that there is an urgent need for reduction of waste material
out to the landfills since the land is a scarce resource and the price for land is increasing rapidly.
This calls for policy instruments that will lead to a reduction of the amount of waste material to
the landfills. Besides the regular landfills there is another common disposal way and that is to
just dump the waste in an open space around town and that is called open dump. In open dump
you just dump the waste along major corridors and/or in some excavated depressions where
earth materials have been removed and this is common in the Gaborone region.

3.2 Gamodubu Landfill
A landfill is a facility where waste material is dumped on prepared ground. A proper landfill
should be able to treat leachate from the waste. When the waste has been dumped it is
compressed by trucks and when the material reaches a certain level it is then covered with soil
and surfaced (Vesilind et al, 1994).
The Gamodubu landfill is located 35 kilometres outside the city centre of Gaborone and can be
seen in figure 5 located in appendix section 10.8. This is the place where the disposed waste
from Gaborone is transported and dumped (Gaborone City Council, 2013). The landfill also
receives waste from Kweneng and Tlokweng, two other districts around Gaborone. It is
Kweneng district council that operates Gamodubu. Earlier there was a landfill close to Gaborone
but it was closed 2009 because it had reached is end point and was full. Gamodubu landfill will
also be full in the future and the opinion is divided in how many years it will last, but most
states 5-10 years from now. All material that is arriving to Gamodubu is weighted at a
9

weighbridge and the weights of each load are stored in a database. The price to dump your
waste at Gamodubu is P40 per ton, independent of what material it is and there is no check on
what material you bring into the landfill. On the landfill there are some recovery activities such
as scavenging, but it is only a few recovery companies that are allowed to scavenge. Informal
scavenging is forbidden and there is a fence around all the landfill.

3.3 Fundamentals of sustainable waste management
At present, human is on collision course with the capacity of our earth and according to
Manahan (2007) the challenge can be summarized in one word: sustainability. There are four
major elements that must be met to achieve a sustainable waste management and they are
reducing, reusing, recycling and recovery of waste (El-Haggar, 2007). These elements are all
important parts because they are the foundation of modern waste management and should be
in mind through this thesis. The two extra relevant parts for this thesis though, is recycling and
recovering where the main objective is to convert waste to raw material that can be used for
manufacturing new products. There are two major issues with recycling activities and they are
the need for know-how and capital investments. These issues demanding that the government
is involved and supports recycling efforts (El-Haggar, 2007).
Manahan (2007) means that recycling has become so widely practiced that an entirely wasteprocessing economic sector now can be defined. This sector involves private enterprises, nongovernmental organizations and also private organizations that are involved with governmental
sections. They are dealing specifically with collection, distribution, processing and separation of
recyclable materials. They are often driven by laws and regulations that provide a framework
for the waste management, as well as economic and regulatory incentives by the government.
A main driver for solid waste management in Latin America and other developing areas is
minimization of impacts of open dumping in landfills (Terraza, 2009). This leads into Diaz &
Otomas (2013) results where they mean that it is important to include both economic subsidies
and environmental education to achieve a constrained recycling and to reduce landfilling in
developing countries. Their justification reads that if you just put a high disposal fee to decrease
landfilling it is a big risk for illegal dumping in other places. Therefore it is important to combine
a higher disposal fee with education of environmental issues to achieve a sustainable solution in
this matter (Diaz & Otoma, 2013). Waste management is also a must for conservation of natural
resources as well as for protection the environment in order to approach sustainable
development (Billatos, 1997; El-Haggar, 2007). Knowledge of the source and types of their solid
waste, along with data of composition and generation rate is the basic for a proper management
of solid waste (Bolaane and Kgathi, 2001).
When planning waste management, the characteristics of the waste must be known according to
Petersen (2004). These characteristics are best evaluated through waste composition analyses
with the temporal and regional variations included in the analysis.

3.4 Transfer and recycling stations
A transfer and recycling station is a facility where collector trucks can dump their waste, and
the waste is often sorted in different fractions here. In some stations a conveyor belt is used,
and on that belt the waste manually get sorted when it arrives with collector trucks. This
solution is used all over the world and one of the most suitable locations is in crowded
communities (El-Haggar, 2007). After this sorting or transfer the material can be transported in
more suitable vehicles to the end point, instead of using the collector trucks that are not suitable
for that (Nagabooshnam, 2011).
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3.5 Waste material flows
To collect, distribute or transport waste you will need a logistic solution to get the best
performance. Logistics involves creating effective material flows according to (Jonsson &
Mattsson, 2011) and that is a good base to start from when a material flow analysis should be
conducted. A logistic system affects the environment in varying extent and the more effective it
gets, the more environmentally friendly it is (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2011). Mapping of material
flows can be done in several ways but often it is just enough with principally simple methods.
When doing a very detailed study you often do a lot of unnecessarily work (Aronsson,
Oskarsson & Ekdahl, 2004).
Aronsson, Oskarsson & Ekdahl (2004) means that a return flow is the flow from consumers or
enterprises to recycling activities/landfilling with used products and materials. When
evaluating logistics in waste management the most important part is the cost. It has several
different causes. One reason is that the financing of return flows often is weak i.e. no one really
wants to pay the additional cost associated to recycling activities. Another reason is that
compared to traditional material flows, the logistical part of the total cost are twice for return
flows. In relation to the overall profitability there is extra to earn on reducing costs by
streamlining flows (Aronsson, Oskarsson & Ekdahl, 2004).

3.6 Waste management in Sweden
A cornerstone in Swedish waste management is the municipality owned waste management
companies. They are responsible for most of the collection and treatment of both municipal and
commercial waste. These companies operate in a heavy regulated environment because Sweden
is among the countries in the world that have the hardest rules for waste management.
(Corvellec, Bramryd and Hultman, 2011)
In Sweden there is a general willingness among people to source separate waste, especially
when the distance to the source facility is small. What also matters is the level of accessibility
and that enough information about the service has been presented to the people. Another
finding is that economic incentives are proven to be successful for waste separation. With the
right economic incentives it is possible to make both people and the industrial sector sort
(Finnveden et al, 2007). It is forbidden to landfill combustible waste in Sweden since year 2002
and organic waste since year 2005. The objective of these prohibitions is to decrease the
environmental impact and increasing the resource posture (Lundmark and Samakovlis, 2011).
The landfills that are used in Sweden is receiving material that is difficult to treat in some other
way (Finnveden et al, 2007).
Regarding the collection of recyclables in Sweden it is the organization FTI AB that are
providing accurate figures how the collection rates are. The figures for the last year (2013) is
presented in table 1. They are described as kilograms per person and year.
Table 1 – Collected recyclables in Sweden 2013 (FTI AB)

Glass
19.5 kg

Paper
12.4 kg

Metal
1.6 kg

Plastic Material
5.3 kg

Newspaper
31.5 kg

3.7 Stakeholder Theory
This section starts with a definition of what a stakeholder is according Freeman (1984): “A
stakeholder in an organization is (by definition) any group or individual who can affect or is
affected by the achievement of the organizations objectives.”
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When analyzing a stakeholder it is important to understand how the stakeholder affects the
organization or the current project in political, economic and social terms. With the help of
these one can understand more in detail how the cause and effect relationship works out there.
You should treat stakeholders with high cooperative potential (CP) different from those who
have low cooperative potential. It is possible to rank the stakeholders according to their relative
cooperative potential and relative competitive threat (CT) and treat them differently regarding
these potentials. To learn what potentials they have, one could ask the question; “which groups
could most help us achieve our objective”. One could also classify them into four categories
according to Freeman (1984). Figure 1 visualize these categories.

Swing
High CP
High CT

Offensive
High CP
Low CT

Defensive
Low CP
High CT

Hold
Low CP
Low CT

Figure 1 – Classification of Stakeholder Types (Freeman, 1984).

Swing stakeholders – High cooperative potential and high competitive threat. Have a
strong ability to influence the outcome of a particular situation. Hence strategic programs which
seek to change the rules by which the firm interacts with those stakeholders are appropriate. One
way is to change the kind of decisions that are made, and thus refocus the relationship with a
stakeholder around a different set of issues. Formal rules and the discussion forum are another two
advices to follow when dealing with the swing stakeholder.
Offensive stakeholders – High cooperative potential and low competitive threat. Can help
a great deal in achieving objectives, but pose little relative threat. If there is relative little downside
risk, virtually any strategic program is worth a try, and opportunities for gain should be exploited.
One have an opportunity to change the beliefs the stakeholders have about your firm or project
within this stakeholder group. One could also try to change the stakeholder’s objective when
dealing with an offensive stakeholder.
Defensive stakeholder – Low cooperative potential and high competitive threat. Can be of
relatively little help, but can take steps (behavior) to prevent the firm from achieving its objectives.
This stakeholder group holds the keys to failure on a project, but cannot really help achieve its
success. In dealing with this group the best way is to not necessarily try to change the attitudes of
the stakeholder, but rather reinforce the current behavior. By reinforcing current beliefs you can
protect against changes in beliefs that would yield more negative behavior.
Hold stakeholders – Low cooperative potential and low competitive threat. Can be of
relatively little extra help or harm. A strategy for these is to maintain their current behavior and
protect against other programs or strategies that aiming for changing the rules for these
stakeholders.
According to Orr (2014) there is a new typology of stakeholders that can help decision makers
plan collaboration strategies. Within this typology the stakeholders are divided based on their
assumed roles. One of these roles is the would-be players. They aspire to participate, or have
something valuable to offer decision makers, but they do not actually participate because of
various barriers. Orr (2014) also write that these stakeholders lacks in time, resources,
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connections or knowledge, which prevents their participation. Another common belief among
these stakeholders is that they often complain that government will not listen to them.
There are some potential barriers for these stakeholders to be actively involved in decision
making and these potential barriers are according to Orr (2014) the following areas:
Access to technology
Language barriers
Too much competition from other groups
Lack of sophistication
Poor reputation
Lack of organizational resources
Lack of time/money to foster relationship
Political challenges
Uncertain of how the process works
One question that is important to understand is the question in what the different stakeholders
need? They may be looking for assurance that the process is transparent and abides by rules or
particular values. Almost all stakeholders want to feel meaningful in the participation, even if
their interests cannot be accommodated (Orr, 2014).

3.8 Collaboration between Stakeholders
To achieve successful stakeholder collaboration the literature suggests a number of guiding
principles to follow. Two relevant theories are the following ones. Meffe et al. (2002) says that
“A well-designed public involvement process enables all interested stakeholders to hear and
understand one another’s concerns and needs, review facts, generate and evaluate alternatives
and then recommend a course of action”. Selin et al. (2000) says that “Open decision making and
inclusiveness are the hallmark of many successful collaborative initiatives”. Good collaboration
between stakeholders can lead to the pooling of resources, better information sources,
integration of multiple perspectives, fostering of innovation and anticipation of reaction and can
give credibility to final decisions that are made (Orr, 2014).
When collaborating you need to communicate properly and with communication comes
information (Cohen and Winn, 2007). Information symmetry is a widely known word that
describes if individuals actually understand and receiving what the other part really mean.
Information asymmetry can occur when individuals possess different information with respect
to resources, markets and opportunities. In fact, the poorer the information is, one have a
greater number and scopes of entrepreneurial opportunities (Cohen and Winn, 2007).
Effective governance of a waste market is far from an easy task. Waste management policies
must handle both the environmental impacts and the non-environmental issues that can create
inefficient recycling markets (Lundmark and Samakovlis, 2011). An issue that recurs in this
discussion is the need to enhance the price transparency and improving the information
transfer. Lundmark and Samakovlis (2011) also writes that an important aspect is that
innovations that enable better communication between stakeholders and geographical areas
help to reduce transaction costs in the recycling markets.
Orr (2014) writes that conflicts are something that can occur when collaborating with
stakeholders. These conflicts is not necessarily something negative; as long as it is handled and
resolved effectively, conflicts can lead to innovation and creative thinking. After a conflict is
resolved it can also make a group stronger if the members develop mutual respect and an
appreciation for their ability to work together.
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Common sources of conflicts in stakeholder collaboration according to Orr (2014) are the
following parts:
Past history of conflicts between participants or with policymakers. Stakeholders may
attempt to punish policymakers for past grievances or slights, whether real or imagined.
Feeling that their voices have not been heard, or that their interests have been
misinterpreted.
Conflicting goals and interests of participants
There are more risks in stakeholder collaboration besides conflicts and one major risk is that
the stakeholders choose to not participate. Some reasons for this is according to Orr (2014) the
following parts:
They may not know about the opportunities available.
They have other or conflicting priorities.
They may assume decisions have already been made and participation is not worthwhile.
To avoid conflicts in stakeholder collaboration one way is to integrate the stakeholders onto the
decision-making process earlier which at least gives them the perception that they have some
control, even if the final decision is the same as without involvement. Another option is to create
ample opportunities for stakeholders to discuss their perspectives, ideas and concerns, without
belaboring individual points because allowing people to talk and be heard can be very powerful
(Orr, 2014).
Orr (2014) is summarizing the recommended approach in stakeholder collaboration in the
following five paragraphs:
Be clear about expectations. Stakeholders need to know what is expected from them in terms
of participation, discussions, confidentially and expected contribution.
Choose participants wisely. When choosing participants they should be chosen because of
their importance and their potential to contribute to a successful process. Under this
paragraph it is the alpha and omega to understand each stakeholder’s interest and abilities
to tap into expertise and the strengths of every participant.
Be respectful of the participants. Participants need to feel appreciated and respected to
respond. So the key here is positive incentives like positive feedback, recognition and
rewards.
Be flexible. Often plans will fall apart, conflicts occur and other things may go wrong. With
that in mind think about these cases as opportunities or learning experiences and not as
failures.
Create a sense of ownership. It is important to make it clear that the stakeholder group
share responsibility for decisions, duties, meeting goals, failures and successes. The
collaboration is not easy bot worthwhile.
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4 Results from the Interview Study
This chapter contains a quick introduction to the various stakeholders that were interviewed.
After that a description of the stakeholder’s organizations regarding the different research
questions with associated earnings from the interviews is presented. Following each earnings
concerning the different research questions there is a short discussion regarding the specific
outcome.

4.1 Interviewed Stakeholders
Interviewed stakeholders are structured in the result section according to their business. First
section contains the recyclers/collectors, then the waste collectors and last the major sources of
waste. In table 2, the interviewed stakeholder is presented with their respondent number, date
(yymmdd) of the interview with associated length, their main focus and in which section the
interview answers are located in the appendix. All these stakeholders is shown geographically
on a map in figure 4 that can be found in appendix section 10.7.
Table 2 – Respondents in the Interview Study

Resp. nr
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
13

Date
131115
131114
131114
131114
131129
131213
131120
131119
131203
131210
131203
131210

Length
75 min
45 min
25 min
20 min
60 min
60 min
45 min
55 min
30 min
25 min
25 min
30 min

Organization
Recycle-IT
Dumatau
Collect-A-Can
Simply Recycle
Wasteage
Skip Hire
Clean Cities & Towns
Cleaning Wizards
Landscape Solutions
Gamecity
Riverwalk Mall
Airport Junction

Organization Focus
Recycler/Collector
Recycler/Collector
Recycler/Collector
Recycler
Recycler
Waste Collector
Waste Collector
Waste Collector
Waste Collector
Shopping Mall
Shopping Mall
Shopping Mall

App. sec
10.1.1
10.1.2
10.1.3
10.1.4
10.1.5
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3
10.2.4
10.3.1
10.3.2
10.3.3

4.2 Results regarding the waste material flow in Gaborone with associated
volumes
This section will present how the waste stream looks like in the Gaborone area. With help of the
interview study, the major waste flows have been discovered and associated stakeholders in
that context. The waste stream starts at the sources of waste material (respondent 11-13),
continuing with organizations that collect waste with different methods (respondents 6-10) and
end at either Gamodubu Landfill or at different recycling/collection companies (respondent 15). These recycling companies are in most cases not actually the real end points because all of
them (1-5) ship big parts of the waste material to South Africa. Some of the recyclers sites are
shown on photos in section 10.8. The other end point for waste is the Gamodubu Landfill where
all the waste collection companies (6-9) dump their loads. When the waste stream starts at the
sources (11-13) it takes a few different ways. At (11-12) all waste except cardboard is thrown
into skips that is provided by (6). The cardboard at (11-12) is collected by (1, 2). At (13) some
waste separation is done by (1, 6) before (1, 6) is taking care of the waste. The waste types that
is sorted out here is cardboard, paper, plastic, cans and glass. This sorting yard is shown on a
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picture in figure 8. After these sorting activities the recyclable waste is collected by (1) and
transported to their facility for further processing. The waste stream itself is transported by (610) and every single piece of waste they collects is transported to Gamodubu Landfill, Pilane
Landfill (6) and Ramotswa Landfill (6). The biggest customers for these collectors are shopping
malls, offices and warehouses in Gaborone. In figure 2 the flows of waste are presented that
interconnects the different stakeholders with each other starting with material import and ends
at either the landfills or with recycling depending on what stakeholder that are dealing with the
material.

Figure 2 – Waste flow between the stakeholders

The recyclers (1-4) are all collecting a lot of material but there was only Recycle-IT and
Dumatau that could show data on how much they collects at different locations. Recycle-IT (1)
collected 256 tonnes of cardboards from Airport Junction during the timespan 1 January 2012
until 31 December 2013. They also collected approximately 484 tonnes of cardboards from
Gamecity Mall during the same timespan as above. The three biggest collection sites for
Dumatau (2) are Main shopping mall (20 tonnes of cardboard per week), Broadhurst shopping
mall (20 tonnes of cardboard per week) and Kalahari Breweries (10 tonnes of cardboard per
week). In table 3, the different total amounts of recycled material among the stakeholders are
shown.
Table 3 – Amounts of recycled material
Type
Cardboard
Newspaper
Paper
Plastic Material
Plastic Bottles
Glass Bottles
Metal Cans

Recycle-IT
150 tonnes/month
90 tonnes/month
60 tonnes/month
35 tonnes/month
15 tonnes/month
15 tonnes/month
3 tonnes/month

Dumatau
15 tonnes/day
5 tonnes/day
750 kg/day
-

Collect-A-Can
75-125
tonnes/month

Simply Recycle
2-5 tonnes/day
-

The waste collection companies (6-9) do not weighting their loads at all when collecting
material. This makes it difficult for them to give exact numbers on how much they collect every
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day. In table 4 one can see their estimation on how much they collect every day. It was only
Clean Cities & Towns, Cleaning Wizards and Landscape Solutions who gave a rough data in
terms of volume and not Skip Hire. But with help of the fact that Skip Hire is at least four times
bigger than Clean Cities & Towns and Cleaning Wizards one can estimate the daily collected
material for Skip Hire.
Table 4 - Amounts of collected material among waste collection companies

Skip Hire
100 tonnes/day

Clean Cities & Towns
15 tonnes/day

Cleaning Wizards Landscape Solutions
25 tonnes/day
10 tonnes/day

The total amounts of recycled material among the organizations are following. Cardboard (475
tonnes/month), Paper (270 tonnes/month), Plastics (70 tonnes/month), Metal Cans (105
tonnes/month) and Glass Bottles (18 tonnes/month). The ratios between the materials,
commonly taken care of organizations (1-5) are shown in figure 3.
Metal Cans
11%

Glass Bottles
2%

Plastics
7%

Cardboard
51%

Paper
29%

Figure 3 – Ratios between recycled materials in Gaborone

4.3 Results regarding the stakeholder’s current total logistical/waste
management costs
This section contains information about expenditures regarding mileage costs gathered from
the waste collection companies (6-9) in Gaborone. This data is from the middle of December
2013 and the current diesel is the price listed below. One truck needs approximately 35 liters of
diesel for one round-trip to Gamodubu. With a current diesel price at P 9.60 the total cost for
diesel is P 336.00. The waste companies also adding the costs for tires into the mileage cost. On
average it costs P 2.00 for tires per kilometer. The last expenditure is the long-term
maintenance (wear replacements, clutch replacements, lubricants, oils, etc.) and this cost is
around P 3 per kilometer. So with all this in mind the waste collectors pay at least P 10.00 per
kilometer they drive with their compactor trucks. A round trip to Gamodubu landfill (approx. 70
km) therefore costs around P 700.00 for a compactor truck.
The shopping malls (11-13) that was interviewed is the three biggest in Gaborone. The biggest
one is Gamecity with 126 stores and the two others have almost the same size with 75 stores for
Riverwalk and 77 stores for Airport Junction. Riverwalk (12) has the biggest waste disposal fee
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of the three with P60k / month. Gamecity (11) that is the biggest mall has P51k / month and
Airport Junction (13) has as low as P30k/ month.

4.4 Results regarding the stakeholders current objectives
The objectives of the different recycling companies (1-5) are all quite similar because they all
want to work for a better environment in Gaborone. All of them is also interested in expanding
their businesses and want to access more available material because they are struggling a little
bit in getting access to this material easily. The interviewed recycling companies are the biggest
ones in Gaborone and they focuses on different sort of materials as shown in table 3. One of the
recyclers (1) is just focusing on cardboard, paper and plastics but still taking care of the other
material on an idle tempo because they want to work for better environment. The objectives
that the waste collectors (6-9) have are to collect waste and keep the collecting yards as clean as
possible. This cleanliness does not taking the landfill into account because all of them is
dumping the waste there. Their objective in a more business minded view is to just taking care
of waste from their customers and transport it to Gamodubu for the lowest possible cost. The
three shopping malls (11-13) interviewed have an objective to be an attractive shopping center
for the citizens in Gaborone. In order to maintain that objective they have to take care of their
waste properly. The waste treatment for all three of them is taking care by Skip Hire (6) and the
most important thing for the shopping malls regarding this is the cost and to have clean
environments around their buildings.

4.5 Results regarding the cooperative potential for the stakeholder
All of the interviewed stakeholders have more or less shown an interest in the transfer and
recycling station project during the interviews. They are all agreeing that the landfill at
Gamodubu was not the best solution for waste disposal purposes when it was built some years
ago. So depending on the landfill design and location the stakeholders have a great interest in a
better waste management solution for the future.
Another sign that shows which stakeholders that is more interested than the others is to see
who were at the workshop that was held at the Gaborone City Council Hall at 13/11/12. The
interviewed stakeholders that were there was (1-3, 5-9). In the discussion on the workshop
there were a few stakeholders (1, 5, 6 and 8) that were more active than the others and
expressed a lot of thoughts and reflections. After the workshop a survey was handed out which
served as an additional source for opinions from the stakeholders. From this survey one can see
that it was only (1, 2, 6 and Leaf Environmental Solutions and University of Botswana) that was
answering the survey and showed that extra interest in the project and thus a more cooperative
approach.
The counterpart of cooperative potential is competitive threat and is equally important to fully
understand the behavior of the different stakeholders. Overall it was easy to interview all the
stakeholders and they were willing to share their information to this thesis. They did not
showed any signs on competitive threat to a transfer and recycling station. What they though
showed was anger to the GCC and the collaboration between each other. It was especially (1, 46) that pointed out this more prominent, during the interviews. Another view discovered was
that the waste collection companies do not have the biggest thrust in the recovering companies
all the time. One of them (8) thinks that there is no adequate recycling business going on in
Gaborone right now and is disappointed with their littering behavior at some collection sites.
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4.6 Results regarding the stakeholders thoughts about a transfer and recycling
station
As stated earlier all the stakeholders is showing a great interest in this transfer and recycling
station project. One of the common factors for this interest is the dissatisfaction with the landfill
at Gamodubu both in terms of location and design. To start with the waste collectors, they are
for a transfer and recycling station all of them and the major problem is the distance to
Gamodubu landfill. Skip Hire (6) Says it would be an advantage if the transfer and recycling
station would be located properly and that a station is not a threat to their business because the
waste has still need to be transported around by someone. Cleaning Wizards (8) means that
they would be the first in line to cooperate if it was a proper recycling center in Gaborone. They
are also really interested to decrease their transportation out to Gamodubu via a transfer and
recycling station located inside Gaborone. Clean Cities & Towns (7) is one the same line as the
others and sees only advantages with a good located transfer and recycling station. With such a
station Clean Cities & Towns (7) can locate their employees and routes closer to the station and
decrease the total distance of their trucks. The last bigger waste collector is Landscape Solutions
(9) and they are aware of the fact that the waste they are carrying is worth money and it would
be an advantage to have some sort of transfer and recycling station where they could provide
other organizations with this material. They are especially thinking of the wood they are taking
care of. This wood is space demanding both on their trucks and on the landfill. Another point
that all of the different waste collectors agreeing on is the fact that a more sorted material is
much easier to transport. So depending on how the transfer and recycling station is constructed
the waste collectors (6-9) will be satisfied if they could transport a more sorted material both to
the station and from the station. The recycling companies (1-5) are the ones that is most
interested in a solution including a transfer and recycling station. They all mean that such a
station could increase the available recycling material. Some of them (2, 3) also highlighting that
their logistical costs will decrease with a transfer and recycling station located in the city.
Another thought from one recycler (4) is the ability to eventually get a more pure material from
the station and that would be a great advantage for them. Another opinion is from (2) who is
wondering why a transfer and recycling station has not been built earlier.
Many of the stakeholders are aware of the fact that available waste material will increase for the
recyclers with a transfer and recycling station. One of the aims of the station is to decrease the
amounts out to Gamodubu and that is something that every one of the stakeholders preferably
sees in the future. With higher amounts of available material, the recyclers have to be ready to
care of these amounts. All of them say that they easily could adapt to this scenario. This applies
to both waste collectors and the recyclers.
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5 Results from the Stakeholder Workshop
This chapter covers the results from the workshop that was held during the thesis. To read what
the stakeholders said more precisely, see section 10.4 in the appendix.

5.1 Results from workshop discussion
A workshop was held after all the interviews and the concerned stakeholders were invited to
take part. The aim of the workshop was to hear some opinions that the stakeholders had
concerning this transfer and recycling station project after the GCC presented the projects more
in detail. The workshop went very well and most of the stakeholders were willing to share their
thoughts with the group. The opinions or question marks that the stakeholders had is presented
here.
One of the biggest opinions that the stakeholders raised was the lack of overall involvement
provided to the stakeholders in these kinds of projects. They are questioning why GCC initiated
a partnership with Swedes when there is a great portion of knowledge within the waste
management sector in Gaborone already. Another stakeholder builds this opinion further by
saying that the GCC is lacking in understanding what the local organizations actually can
achieve. Other opinions regarding the involvement are that the stakeholders are worried not
being involved from now on in this project either. They are worried that GCC just going forward
with the Swedes and not the local actors. After the feasibility study is finished, the local
stakeholders should really be involved another stakeholder says. The last thought around the
involvement was that it troubles some of the stakeholders that these new projects and solutions
always ending up in nothing or that the local stakeholders is being sidelined. The effort they
putting in to those new projects is demanding and they also want something back once in a
while. It could be meeting in important waste issues with people from all over the world but in
the end the local stakeholders is sidelined. This history affects the stakeholders to believe that
the same thing will happen within this project too. There were also opinions regarding more
practical issues. The stakeholders are really interested in why this project will succeed when the
last transfer and recycling station was buried before someone even built the station and they
are also interested to know what materials the project is taking into account. One stakeholder
hopes that all recyclable materials are more or less relevant for the facility to avoid a single
minded focus. Another practical question was the dumping cost at the transfer facility, will it be
more or less than at Gamodubu Landfill. One stakeholder is also worried in who will have the
right to dump at the transfer and recycling station. A surprising opinion was that a stakeholders
questioned why it was only around 10-15% of the relevant stakeholders at the workshop.
Regarding more economic questions the stakeholder wondering about where the money will
come from to run the transfer facility. The expenditure is the important part here and they think
it is important to see the facility in a bigger perspective. The behavior around waste in
Gaborone is a disaster right now and the stakeholders are worried that no one will go to the
transfer and recycling station because it is so cheap to dump it at other places or at Gamodubu.
To help in this issue another stakeholder wants to see some constitution ore guidelines for the
waste management sector. At last the stakeholders meaning that the collaboration between GCC
and DWMPC is completely horrible. The week before this workshop some of the stakeholders
were on a meeting at DWMPC where they meet some Japanese businessmen that also looking at
building a transfer and recycling station or similar. This coincidence makes no sense at all. GCC
and DWMPC should be intertwined and work closely. Right now it seems like the right hand
does not know what the left hand does as one stakeholder expressed it.
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6 Method Discussion
6.1 Discussion about Practical Issues
Gaborone as a city is in many ways quite similar to a city in Europe except for the weather of
course. It is cars moving around, a lot of people working as officers, clerks etc. and the
development have come very far in comparison with other African countries. After some weeks
though, one started to discover how it was under the surface, especially inside the GCC walls.
The first thing you discover from a Swedish point of view is the distribution of power among
various degrees of employees and the accompanying power distance. If you meet a regular
office worker it’s very rare that the person concerned can take any decisions at all without the
manager or his or hers boss approval. This can be very annoying when not used to this type of
culture and of course the same for them. An example from the interview study is when you need
to get in contact with a general manager and you call to the reception at that company. Several
times the manager was not in the office and because of that it was impossible to get in contact
with that manager because the receptionist refused to give out the manager’s cell number. So
the only way to get in contact with the manager is to try calling the reception until the manager
is at the office again. This is a really important aspect to take into account for the future because
when you need some information or want to do something more advanced with a company you
always need to meet the manager.
Another aspect that is different within the Botswana culture is the long-term planning that ends
up far down the priority. They simply take one day at a time and are not hurrying in anything
really. This behaviour is especially common at the GCC where almost every task is finished in
the last moment and I think it’s hard for a person without this last minute mind-set to cooperate
well in that environment.

6.2 Discussion about the Interview Study
The first thing discovered was that many of the interviewed persons showed a great interest in
the interviews and were so friendly to me. That was very good because I felt that it was possible
to actually get a lot of information out of the interviews. One thing that helped a lot was the flyer
that was brought to every interview which presented the transfer and recycling station project
more clearly. I felt that the participants in the interview study understood the project far more
with help of that flyer. According to Thomsson (2010) the interview questions and subject
should be formulated well and the flyer helped with that. Another more abstract feeling was
that some of the interest during the interviews depended on the fact that I, a Swedish student
was there alone and worked with this thesis project. The feeling was that if a student from
Botswana should do the same research study, the stakeholders will not show the same great
interest in this project. This is a controversially finding but as the situation was, my personal
opinion is that this was the case.
The interview questions that was used during the interviews was all really well formulated and
worked well to the relevant stakeholders. This was something that Thomsson (2010) is
describing as one of the most important aspects in research studies. A well formulated question
is vital to get good answers. During the construction of the questions it struggled a little bit and
many versions before the final questions they seemed to be finished but if you look at the first
version of questions now it would have been difficult to get nice answers out of those. So the
time demanding work with finalizing the interview questions was very successful in the end.
When collecting data through an interview study one should be aware of the fact that it is
difficult to get accurate number of for example weights in this thesis. All the respondents were
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informed before the interviews but it is still difficult to get exact data when collecting that
during an interview because good data needs proper preparations and also a serious
organization that collects and stores this numbers. Some stakeholders provided data later on
via mail but one opinion here is that a few of the organizations do not systematically collect
proper data on weights and volumes on their waste material. The objective of this thesis was
not to collect exact figures what was collected and transported, just get a rough idea how the
flows looked like and their approximate size. The issue concerning the data accuracy is
something that further research should take into account when trying to collect more kinds of
data.

6.3 Discussion about the Workshop
The workshop was a really good event because the big important stakeholders took part and
shared their opinion about the transfer and recycling station project. Before the workshop I was
unsure about what a workshop could bring the study, both because I had never held in a
workshop before and also because I did not precisely know how it would go. But as it went on
after GCC presented the project and I had presented my findings so far, the stakeholders started
to express all their views and various complaints. What had seemed like a bit smaller
complaints against GCC during the interviews now came to the surface properly at this event.
For every opinion, several other stakeholders latched on and agreed with the first speaker
almost every time. As seen in the results it was basically just negative thoughts during the
workshop and that was a little bit chocking for an outsider like me. These thoughts are
something that GCC really has to listen to and avoid in the future. During the workshop some of
the stakeholders egged each other and there are both pros and cons with that behavior I think.
The good thing was that I don’t think that any participant withheld anything for practically all
who were there expressed something. The bad thing according to me was that maybe the
negative thoughts took the upper hand and the positive thoughts did not occur at all during the
workshop. The only positive thoughts that were expressed was that all the stakeholders were
glad to be at the workshop and happy to be invited.

6.4 Discussion about the Survey
After the workshop a survey form were distributed out to the different stakeholders and
participants. As one can see in the appendix section 10.5 it was only five stakeholders that
fulfilled this survey and that indicates on some form of disinterest from those who chose to not
fill in this survey. The good thing with this survey was that the biggest and most important
stakeholders filled in the survey and thus added extra weight to the study with their personal
reflections on the survey questions. With hindsight the amount of participants that filled in the
survey was too low to make this thesis consummately enough. Compared to the other methods
the survey was the method that contributed at least.
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7 Concluding Discussion
This chapter covers the comparison between the theoretical framework and the results from
previous chapters. The comparison culminates in a discussion and evaluation about the
findings. This discussion provides understanding about the conclusions.

7.1 Waste material flow in Gaborone with associated volumes
As the situation is right now in Gaborone the waste collection companies is setting up the rules
because they have the resources to take care of all the waste that is generated. The major part of
commercial waste is generated by shopping malls and then the material is transported out to
Gamodubu Landfill by different waste collectors. Several authors as Bolaane and Kgathi (2001);
Nagabooshnam (2011); Suresh and Vijayakumar (2011) is arguing that the amount of material
transported out to the landfill has to decrease and that is clear finding in this thesis. The
situation right know is not sustainable and sustainability is something to aim for according to
Manahan (2007). The reason why it looks like this is because the waste collectors transport the
waste to the place where it is most cost effective for themselves at the moment. So one way to
keep away the waste flow from Gamodubu is to make it more cost effective for the waste
collectors to off-load their material.
The difference in waste flow compared to Sweden is huge because of the enormous amount of
waste that goes to the landfill. Most of the waste that is landfilled in Gaborone is waste that is
forbidden to landfill in Sweden according to Lundmark and Samakovlis (2011). In Sweden it is
just the last option when it is impossible to treat the material in any other way (Finnveden et al,
2007). When this was presented during the interviews many of the stakeholders were
astounded about that fact, and mean that it is a utopia in Gaborone right now to manage waste
like the way Sweden do. This emotion serves as a sign that the waste management in Gaborone
is far from Sweden in this matter. However there was some identification that some companies
and individuals see opportunities in avoid landfilling as Sweden does. The recyclers and
collectors that are selling recyclable material to South Africa are witnessing a lot of material that
is interesting for them transported out to different landfills. They are the ones that really sees
and working to avoid that landfilling.
On the whole it is difficult to get good data on weights and volumes of material because the
organizations are bad at compile such data.
The data that was actually presented from Recycle-IT can be compared with one value from
Sweden. In Sweden FTI AB presenting that in Sweden in average 31.5 kg newspaper is collected
annually per person. Recycle-IT is telling that they collect 90 tonnes of newspapers per month
and in one year that becomes 1 080 tonnes newspapers. 1 080 tonnes divided with the
population of Gaborone that is approximately 250 000 becomes 4.3 kg per person and year. So
the difference is huge in terms of collected amounts of newspapers between those locations. Of
course there are some differences between these countries in terms of environment, availability
of newspapers etc. but the difference is not motivated by that. One should also consider the area
that is covered in those two amounts. The amount for Sweden covers the whole country while
the amount for Gaborone just covers one city where it is way easier to collect newspaper than in
a whole country. Another thing to consider for the Gaborone amount is the rapid growth
Gaborone has went through the last 20 years. When a city grow extremely fast it is quite normal
that public utilities lags in development compared to the growth.
Regarding the amounts of waste material that is collected and transported the different
stakeholders has a little different view of the amounts of material. The waste sources just throw
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their waste into the skips and do not care about what amounts they dispose every day. For the
collectors and recyclers the amounts are quite important because they need to adapt their
business to these amounts. One eloquent example is the fact that the shopping malls have no
idea what they actually pay for because they just know a waste disposal fee and how many skips
they have, not how often these are collected and how much material it is inside those when they
are collected.

7.2 Waste Management costs and logistical costs
The costs for the waste collection companies are approximately P10-P12 per kilometer with
their big compactor trucks that are collecting and compact domestic waste. According to these
stakeholders they are as effective and efficient as they can get regarding their logistical costs. As
stated by Oscarsson and Ekdahl (2004) a return flow is often given a lower priority in funds and
of course that is the case in Gaborone. The interest to pay extra money to make the waste
material end up at a more environmental place then the landfills is extremely small. The thing
that matters here is money and with an economic incentive it is possible to see more material
going to be recycled. The general view of recycling in Gaborone is positive but they are also
meaning that without economic incentives nothing will happen. They have no faith in their own
people in terms of recycling so the best solution for the future is to combine economic
incentives for recycling with a big effort in environmental education as Diaz and Otama (2013)
are arguing for.
The shopping malls that generate waste have all complaints about the rampant expenditures for
their waste disposal at the moment. They really want to do something about this situation and
sorting their waste at source to decrease the waste disposal cost is an interesting solution that
all three were strongly in favor for. Finnveden et al (2007) state that economic incentives is
successful to make the industrial sector sorting their waste. If the shopping malls gets enough
economic incentives they will look at the sorting as something that gain their business. Airport
Junction (13) is the shopping mall that already exerts sorting at their site and that is a proof that
sorting is decreasing the waste disposal costs significantly (30-40% lower costs). Another
finding that can be interconnected with this sorting solution at source is the fact that inside the
malls most of the stores is overstaffed because of the bad salaries for the staff. Some of these
employees could easily be working with sorting a few hours per day without losing any selling
power inside the store. Despite that Gamecity is a bigger mall then Riverwalk, Gamecity has a
lower waste disposal fee to Skip Hire. This is surely because Gamecity has a better deal with
Skip Hire. In the interview Skip Hire told that all the malls have individual fees and that is
something that is not gaining the transparency for other actors.

7.3 Stakeholder Objectives
The recycling companies have objectives to take care of recyclable material and sell it to South
Africa. El-Haggar (2007) says that know-how and capital investments are needed for recycling
activities and with that government involvement. The recyclers struggling with very oldfashioned practices so the know-how is definitely missing in Gaborone. Most of the recyclers is
also mentioning that the government do not listening to them so government involvement is
something conspicuously absent. This absence of know-how, proper investments and
government involvement is something that will hinder or slow down the development of a
better recycling business in the nearest future.
The objectives for the shopping malls are to attract customers to their malls and to service them
in the best possible way. This object implies that the generated waste needs to be disposed and
as cheap as possible. As mentioned earlier sorting at source lowering the malls waste disposal
costs and if they have sorting at their malls their future objectives could include attracting
customers that leaves their waste material at the mall before shopping. With some sort of
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incentive for this individuals can leave their paper and cans at the sorting yard beside the mall.
Most of the people that are using these malls are actually going there by car so it is possible for
them to bring their recyclable material there. However the problem here is the poor volition
among individuals to recycle and care about the environment.

7.4 Stakeholder thoughts about a transfer and recycling station
When introducing the topic at the interviews there was some variations between the different
stakeholders regarding their knowledge about what a transfer station actually is. The recyclers
directly showed their knowledge about a transfer station and their hunger for more recyclable
material. These recyclers actually have a great dissatisfaction to the landfill. According to my
opinion, the recyclers can gain a lot from a transfer and recycling station because they are
struggling with access to the recyclable material they want. With a transfer and recycling station
there will be a natural point for collecting material if the waste collectors choose to collaborate
and off-load their material there.
It was a little bit surprising that also the waste collectors showed a great interest in a transfer
and recycling station. Their interest mainly builds upon the dissatisfaction with the big distance
out to Gamodubu landfill. For these waste collectors it is the cost that are associated with the
distance that are their major issue and a transfer and recycling station closer to Gaborone could
decrease these costs significantly. During the study it has also been shown that there have been
plans to build such a station earlier but the project has ended before it started. This is
something that all the stakeholders are aware of and they are questioning why this project
would succeed when the last was not a success. But if you take into account the great interest
for a transfer and recycling station among the stakeholders and especially the reduction of
distance with avoiding Gamodubu the potential for success this time is bigger. According to
Freeman (1984), stakeholders with this high cooperative potential will have a great deal in
achieving objectives. In this case they have that high cooperative potential and the current
objective to have an effective transfer and recycling station will be easier to achieve in the end.
During the interviews the waste collectors told that they preferably transport materials in
different types of trucks for different types of waste material to be more efficient and that is
something to take into account when designing the station. This logistical solution is more
efficient then transporting everything in compactor trucks and effective material flows are
important according to Jonsson and Mattsson (2011). Also Nagabooshnam (2011) is agreeing
with the waste collectors in this matter because suitable trucks should be used when
transporting waste material to the end points. If a station would be located inside Gaborone the
interest is high and that is the shared opinion among all the interviewed stakeholders. When
looking at different solutions it could be a good way to see how it works in Sweden who is a
pioneer in waste management. Although Botswana and Sweden is two totally different
countries many of the challenges are the same. The stakeholders complain about fuel costs
which are very high in Sweden to and the distances is of course a challenge in Sweden too.
Regarding the development in the both countries, the waste collector trucks that was operating
in Botswana looked just as modern as in Sweden so there is no big difference in that case either.

7.5 Level of cooperative potential between stakeholders
During the interviews, the stakeholders have all been kind and shared their answers on the
interview study. Regarding the cooperative potential one can see a slight difference between the
different stakeholder groups.
As stated above all the interviewed stakeholders actually showed a great interest in the project
but what parameters is important to understand when collaborating with them? First of all a
stakeholder that has high cooperative potential is a great resource for the project according to
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Freeman (1984) and Orr (2014). They can help achieve objects, change their objectives, be
valuable and influence the outcome of a particular situation. With this in mind there are a few
strong stakeholders that have strong influence in the waste sector in Gaborone and this is Skip
Hire, Recycle-IT and Dumatau. In the literature, Freeman (1984) arguing that it is possible to
change the objective for an offensive stakeholder and that is very relevant in the case with the
shopping malls because as mentioned earlier they have an opportunity to change their
objectives and attract customers with a sorting solution. So one way to really involve them into
this project is to make them change their objective and include the waste management more
into their business.
One of the most cooperative stakeholders in this report is Recycle-IT who is very interested in
having a better recycling solution in the city of Gaborone. They actually want to run a pilot
project before the transfer and recycling station is constructed but them lacking in investments
to start such a project. As mentioned before the recyclers in Gaborone lacks a little bit in knowhow but Recycle-IT are the stakeholder that is most modern in this sense. The problem with the
pilot project is the investment that has to be done to starting out, exactly what El-Haggar (2007)
mean in his literature is a problem among recycling activities. Recycle-IT are also interested in
borrowing a land plot near their site for the pilot project. This site belongs to GCC but is
standing empty since 10 years back. That initiative would be a really good chance to see how
the station could work out in a small scale. The problem is that the land belongs to GCC and the
chance that they will lend it out is microscopic. Orr (2014) arguing for that stakeholders want to
feel meaningful and it is a risk that Recycle-IT is not doing that in this case.

7.6 Doubts regarding collaboration between stakeholders
One of the findings in this thesis is that the waste collectors and shopping malls do not believe
in the local recycling business in Gaborone. They think the recyclers are too small and not
serious in their work. This is an issue and can be likened with the word information symmetry
mentioned by Cohen and Winn (2007) and an advice is to bear this in mind when listening to
the stakeholder’s thoughts about each other in the future. A good stakeholder involvement leads
to many advantages according to Orr (2014) and it will be a more difficult way towards that
goal with this poor thinking of each other. This negative thinking leads to what Meffe, Nielsen et
al. (2000) says about the benefits with understanding one another’s concerns and needs which
is components in stakeholder involvement. So the bottom line here is too merging the waste
collectors with the recycling industry in a better way. This could be tricky because they are a
little bit of rivals in taking care of waste material, just with different objectives.
Beside conflicts there is another risk when trying to establish collaboration within
environmental projects and that is that stakeholders withdrawn from the collaboration. On the
workshop there was some question marks about decision making and that the stakeholders did
not were invited earlier. This could be an issue because Orr (2014) says that there is big risk
that a stakeholder chooses to not take part if they assume decisions already been made and
participation is not worthwhile.

7.7 Gaborone City Council and their collaboration issues
GCC is one of the stakeholders in this project and there are many strong opinions about them.
These opinions are basically negative and that is not in favor for anybody in this project.
According to Orr (2014) past history and feelings that the other stakeholders have not been
heard are common sources of conflicts and that is most probably the case here. This is
something that has to be solved because GCC is still the biggest actor in the waste market and
without a proper collaboration between them and the other stakeholders a transfer and
recycling station will be hard to run. In Sweden there is often a municipally owned company
that is operating the waste management business around each town (Corvellec, Bramryd and
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Hultman, 2011). A solution like that is far in Gaborone as the environment look now. It is
because all the negative thoughts about GCC that arised during the research study. What can
actually be done then? The relevant literature is arguing for a specific approach, which includes
five different paragraphs (Orr, 2014). The most relevant details to work with in this case would
be to really be clear to the stakeholders what is expected from them. The next thing is to make
sure that the stakeholders feel appreciated to respond them in different questions. Last it is
important to involve the stakeholders so that they can take part of the project and feel a sense of
ownership within the transfer and recycling station.

7.8 General discussion about future work
To run an environmental project aiming for a better waste management in Gaborone with the
conditions that prevails is not an easy task. Some of the most important findings have already
been presented but there is still a lot of stuff that could not be covered within this thesis and the
most important aspects will be presented here. One of these aspects is the question if there are
more important or relevant stakeholders to find out there in Gaborone. The stakeholders that
took part in this study were identified with help of GCC and with data from Gamodubu landfill,
which shows all actors that transported material out there. Regarding the waste collectors and
the sources that generate waste the biggest actors are all covered in this thesis. The three
biggest shopping malls are covered and also the three biggest waste collectors. Among the
recyclers it is more unclear if there are more stakeholders out there because they were
identified by GCC and of course there is a chance that it could be organizations out there that
GCC do not know anything about. So the first important aspect for future work is seeking for
more recycling organizations in Gaborone.
Another thing that definitely needs to be investigated more is the political environment in
Botswana and Gaborone. A lot of individuals and organizations are complaining about
politicians and government, and they cannot just be whiney. Something may not be the way it
should. This thesis proposes that these political challenges have to be high prioritized in the
future because a lot of the important stakeholders are the type of stakeholders that have issues
with political challenges according to Orr (2014). A rumor that arose during the study argues
that the Gamodubu landfill was built in the totally wrong place due to political manipulations. Of
course this is just a rumor but when a group of experts have decided a recommended
localization for the landfill and it is built on a non-recommended place, then a note of caution
can be raised. This political issue leads in to an even more complicated issue for the future. The
cultural difference that prevails in Gaborone is something that can be identified when meeting
different organizations. There is a big difference in where the responsible people and managers
are born or coming from. When collaborating most of people have easier to collaborate with
similar individuals and in the waste sector and business in Gaborone it is a lot of nationalities
involved. Among the interviewed stakeholders there are 8-10 different nationalities and that is
if course well because the cultural diversity becomes great. The negative side of this is that
collaboration between them will become more difficult with that large diversity.

7.9 Ways to overcome the challenges that exists
It is a lot of challenges around this project and hopefully a lot of them are discovered and
described in this thesis. One of the challenges is that there is just a small part of the commercial
business that believes in a more serious waste management than landfilling. To overcome that
challenge a lot of information exchange has to be done. It is vital that especially the waste
sources learning that they could decrease their costs for waste management if they start to help
out the recyclers and collectors that want the material they dispose every day. Right know they
just pay the waste transporters to take care of their waste but if there were a cheaper way to do
it with a small effort and they knew about it could look different in the future. Another challenge
is the fact that the government is the facilitator in most building projects around town and to
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make things happen in the government there is a lot bureaucracy as described above. One way
to overcome this is to really engage the big stakeholders to start collaborate around the transfer
and recycling station alone and without government involvement and see how that working out.
The cultural differences during business are a great challenge for this project and there is
several proposals to overcome these difficulties. The most important part is to be visible among
the stakeholders and involved people and really show them that these efforts which has been
done is serious for everyone involved. This approach could mean a lot for the people involved
and not entering an appearance like this could make the stakeholders feel sidelined as many
times before. Many of them would be even more interested than they are right know if they
would be able to talk to some responsible person for the project in real life. So the advice here is
targeted for the Swedish side to really make serious contact with the major stakeholders and
listen to their opinions and of course also market the project in a more emphasized way than a
few thesis workers could do. The earlier scenario has been that the Swedish delegation met
people mostly from the government and now it is time that the Swedes meet the industrial
people because that side really wants that. Otherwise the Swedes just sees the tip of the iceberg
and that is not a good approach.
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8 Conclusions
Here the answers from the research questions are presented. The answers are deduced from
the earnings of the previous discussion. This chapter also marks the end of the thesis.

8.1 Waste material flow in Gaborone with associated volumes
When waste material is collected by waste collection companies it is transported exclusively to
different landfills regardless what material it is and the dominant landfill in the area is
Gamodubu landfill. The biggest collection points of waste for these companies are the different
shopping complexes over the town. The volumes of waste material that the different waste
collection companies taking care of are approximate and are as follows, Skip Hire (100 tonnes
per day), Cleaning Wizards (25 t/d), Clean Cities & Towns (15 t/d) and Landscape Solutions (10
t/d). Besides the waste collection companies there are a few recycling organizations that is
collecting recyclable material and then sell the material to South African buyers. These
organizations collect their major part of recyclable material at shopping malls. The material that
is collected by these organizations in greater extent is cardboard (475 tonnes/month), paper
(270 t/m), plastics (70 t/m), metal cans (105 t/m) and glass bottles (18 t/m). The major part is
collected in an old-fashioned way by hand. At one shopping mall (Airport Junction) one of the
recyclers (Recycle-IT) are working with waste separation outside the stores and that has
lowering the waste disposal expenditure for that mall with approximately 30% to 40% because
the amount of waste that has to be transported to the landfill by waste collectors has decreased
with the same rate. Recycle-IT collected 256 tonnes of cardboards from Airport Junction during
the timespan 1 Jan 2012 until 31 Dec 2013. They also collected 484 tonnes of cardboards from
Gamecity Mall during the same time span as above. The second biggest recycler Dumataus three
biggest collection sites are Main shopping mall (20 tonnes of cardboard per week), Broadhurst
shopping mall (20 t/w) and Kalahari Breweries (10 t/w).

8.2 Current logistical costs/waste management costs for stakeholders
The waste collectors pay at least P 10.00 per kilometer they drive with their compactor trucks.
A round trip to Gamodubu (approx. 70 km) therefore costs at least P 700.00 for a compactor
truck. This expenditure includes diesel, tires and long-term maintenance. The two shopping
malls that not sorting have a disposal fee of P50-P60k per month, and the mall that separate the
recyclables have a fee of P30k per month. When a recycling organization is taking care of
different materials at the shopping malls it is for free and there is no fee or cost for the source
that generates the waste.

8.3 Objectives of the identified stakeholders
The major objective for the sources of waste and in our case shopping malls is to attract
customers to their stores and to service these customers extraordinary. They do not care that
much about the waste and where it is transported. The important part regarding their waste
management is their expenditures for that service. The waste collectors focusing on their
customers and to keep them satisfied with transporting away their waste. They don’t have any
objective that focusing on the environment, just transporting away the waste as cheap as
possible. The recycling organizations are the only stakeholders that are near any
environmentally friendly objective. These organizations working towards that no waste should
be transported to the landfill at Gamodubu. All of them want to take care of more material and
they do not see any hinder in expanding their recycling business.
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8.4 Cooperative potential among the identified stakeholders
When evaluating the stakeholders by their cooperative potential they can be divided into three
different potential levels to make it easier to understand which one to focusing on first in terms
of collaboration. This conclusion has been drawn because the different stakeholders together
acting in three different ways. The highest level includes the most important stakeholders in the
transfer and recycling station project and this level contains Recycle-IT, Dumatau, Skip Hire and
Collect-A-Can. The second level contains Cleaning Wizards and Clean Cities & Towns. The third
level contains Simply Recycle, Landscape Solutions and Wasteage. The conclusion is that to
succeed the most with the transfer and recycling station project one should concentrate to
collaborate with the highest level at first. These conclusions do not exclude the other
stakeholders but it is a guidance in further efforts.

8.5 The stakeholder’s thoughts about a transfer and recycling station
The recyclers see a transfer station as an opportunity to access more material easily and are
very interesting in that possibility. They also see a station as a way to reduce the amount of
material transported to the landfill. On the negative side they point out the collaboration issues
that can appear with the waste collection companies and also how the transportation to the
station will be operated. The waste collectors are also very interested in the plans to build a
transfer and recycling station because it could be possible to reduce their trips out to
Gamodubu landfill which are costly and time demanding for them all. Another advantage they
agree on is the fact that it is possible for them to adapt their fleet of truck to different types of
materials and to use specialized trucks for the long trip out to Gamodubu instead of compactor
trucks that is not designed for short trips. Among the waste collectors there are especially
doubts over the design and location of the station. Another doubt they raised is the thought that
there is no adequate recycler in Gaborone for the moment. So the waste collectors think that no
one properly can take care of the recyclable material at a transfer and recycling station. The
shopping malls that are the waste sources in this thesis extends their thoughts about a station to
that they want to decrease their waste disposal costs. They motivate this thought with telling
that with a station inside town the waste collectors could save money and in extension lowering
the fees for the malls.

8.6 Challenges in the future
In Gaborone there is only a small part of the commercial business that believes in a more
serious waste management than landfilling. Another issue is the prevailing cultural
contradictions that is obvious among the organizations in Gaborone. The last two bigger issues
besides the other findings is the tremendously dull political bureaucracy that is in Botswana
and also that voices are raised that corruption is great beneath the surface.
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10 Appendix
The appendix chapter contains the data that forms the basis for the work. In this case the data is
the interviews documented in the form of running text, the workshop discussion in bullet form,
the workshop survey and the interview question that were used during the interviews.

10.1 Interview answers for the Recycling Organizations
10.1.1 Recycle-IT
Recycle-IT is a business group that is collecting, recycling and sending away dry waste material
like paper, cardboard, plastic material including bottles, used steel and aluminium cans and
glass bottles. They are located in Broadhurst industrial are in the north of Gaborone and their
main focus is on collecting cardboard. The cardboard and newspapers is sold and transported to
a big printing company in South Africa. The plastics go either to South Africa or to processing at
Simply Recycle in Gaborone. The plastic bottles is compressed at the Recycle-IT facility and then
shipped to South Africa. The used cans are sold to Collect-A-Can in Gaborone, they working
together and have an agreement between each other on selling cans according to Recycle-IT.
The entire group Recycle-IT working within employs around 500 people and the recycling
division employs 100 people. They receive the material from Shopping malls, offices,
restaurants, warehouses, schools and hotels. Recycle-IT keeps a record regarding the amounts
of waste material each source is providing and they have contracts with every source. RecycleIT also offers their sources bonuses depending on the amounts of material. Recycle-IT collects
everything they have to collect with their own fleet of 7 trucks that also has a GPS tracking
system to see possible infringements with their trucks. Then there is 10-20% of the total
amount that is delivered to their site from individuals that are getting paid for their material.
Recycle-IT handle approximately 150 tonnes of cardboard per month, 90 tonnes newspaper per
month, 60 tonnes paper per month, 35 tonnes plastic material per month, 15 tonnes of plastic
bottles per month, 15 tonnes glass bottles per month and 3 tonnes cans per month. Recycle-IT
mean that they do not focusing on glass, bottles and cans and working on an idle tempo with
them. Recycle-IT sees an increase in all the material especially around holidays like Christmas
and Easter.
There is a big demand of buying cardboard from South Africa, and therefore Recycle-IT try
focusing on the cardboard. The available material growing according to Recycle-IT but they
mean that the collecting of these materials also increases. Recycle-IT sees an increase in
material as an opportunity to expand their business. One major opportunity they also see is that
there is a plot of land right across the street from their facility that belongs to the City Council
but has stood empty for over 10 years. Recycle-IT means that this plot could be great for placing
a pilot project in sorting waste material or even be a transfer and recycling station site. RecycleIT could provide unemployed people jobs and put them to sort waste at that facility. Recycle
also means that a challenge is that there is lack of information, policies and legislation from the
Government to enhance the waste management and recycling activities around Gaborone.
There must be enforcements regarding these issues from the Government according to RecycleIT, if there is a law to sort waste people will do it. A substantial waste that Recycle-IT has in
mind is the skips where waste is thrown around in Gaborone. They are open with no cover for
rain so a lot of the material is destroyed and the opportunity to recycle disappears so the using
of skips has to end.
The cardboards are generating the biggest revenue for Recycle-IT and then the newspapers, but
they see the plastic material as a big opportunity in the future. The amounts of available plastics
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are still too low to make a big income for these plastic. Finally Recycle-IT wants to add that they
really want to cooperate with the City Council around the transfer and recycling station. They
could provide help with printing flyers, provide employees and a bit of everything.
Complementary mail interview:
Recycle-IT collected 256 tonnes of cardboards from Airport Junction during the timespan 1
January 2012 until 31 December 2013. Recycle-IT collected 484 tonnes of cardboards from
Gamecity Mall during the same timespan as above. Recycle-IT also mentioning that the sorting
at Airport Junction struggling because of Skip Hire and Leaf. These waste collectors sees the
separation of recyclables as a threat to their business and are therefore hampering the whole
situation for Recycle-IT. According to Recycle-IT the waste bill for Airport Junction dropped
nearly 50% because of the waste segregation. So they have no accurate figures on how the
waste stream of recyclables look like.

10.1.2 Dumatau
Dumatau Trading is a waste paper and plastic recovery company located in the southwest
industrial area of Gaborone. Their principle is to collect the waste paper from you and then send
it to South Africa for recycling. Dumatau is not charging anything for the collection as long as the
material is brought to their collection cages around Gaborone. If the material is delivered to one
of the Dumatau depots, Dumatau pay for the material brought there per kilo. The price depends
on the level of packaging and purity of the material. A nicely sorted and packed material can
increase the price Dumatau pay with up to 50%. The material Dumatau focuses on is solely
cardboard, paper and plastics (LDPE, HDPE and PET). They mainly receive the material from
shopping malls, factories and offices. With these sources Dumatau has licenses that they
guaranteed are the only collector that receiving material from that source. Their three biggest
collection sites are Main shopping mall (20 tonnes of cardboard per week), Broadhurst
shopping mall (20 tonnes of cardboard per week) and Kalahari Breweries (10 tonnes of
cardboard per week). In every load Dumatau is carrying roughly one ton of cardboard. The
collection is done in different ways. Dumatau has 6 own trucks that collecting roughly 50% of all
handled material. The other half is received by small local actors and individuals that get paid
for the material and transport by Dumatau. There is a big difference in what Dumatau pay the
different transporters depending on distances and purity of the received material. The amounts
are between P20/kg and P100/kg. Dumatau receives approximately 15 tonnes cardboard per
day, 5 tonnes paper per day and 750 kg plastic material per day. They receive and collect this
material several times a day. September to December is the busiest time regarding the amounts
of available waste material. According to Dumataus data there is an increase of available
material with 5-10 % annually.
One of the opportunities that Dumatau see is that they should recycle the material themselves
instead of transporting it to South Africa, but they still mean it is too early for recycling activities
in Gaborone because of the low total amount of material. A challenge for Dumatau is to increase
the throughput because South Africa is begging for more material but Dumataus old fashioned
way of collecting, packing and transporting the material hampers an increased flow. Cardboard
is the material that generates the biggest revenue for Dumatau, after that paper and last plastic
material.
Dumatau is in favour for a transfer and recycling station and is questioningly as to why it was
not built such a station earlier. They mean that the compactors travelling to the landfill will be
reduced by a half or something like that if there was a properly built transfer and recycling
station. Dumatau is actually working with Skip Hire (Major collecting company in Gaborone) in
some places where Skip Hire provides Dumatau with sorted paper like a solution close to a
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transfer and recycling station. This transfer of material saves a few trucks going from Skip Hire
out to the landfill according to Dumatau.

10.1.3 Collect-A-Can
Collect-A-Can is a company that is collecting used metal and aluminium cans over whole
Botswana and then transports them to South Africa for recycling. They are only focusing on
used cans in metal and aluminium and nothing more. Collect-A-Can collects and receiving cans
from Shopping malls, restaurants, individuals, scrap dealers and scavengers on the landfill. They
use their own collector trucks and also hiring other transporters to collect cans. The rates
between those options are 30/70 where their own trucks are collecting roughly 30 % of the
total amount of cans. It is especially on collection from long distances they hire external
transporters. Within these external transporters there are no contracts of how much they
should transport to Collect-A-Can, there is different agreements on every single transport. The
most usual payment is between 2000 pula and 5000 pula per load that is delivered to Collect-ACan. The total amount of cans Collect-A-Can receives is 100-150 tonnes per month in summer
and 60-80 tonnes per month on winter. Right now the amount of used cans is not increasing
anything because it is sold more beverages in glass bottles they think. If the amount of available
used cans increases in the future Collect-A-Can can adapt to that quite easily, just employ more
people and invest in more trucks. Collect-A-Can sees the costs associated with their transports
as the biggest challenge right now. If Collect-A-Can could receive a more sorted and pure
material it would be a big advantage for them, especially regarding their costs. Collect-A-Can
sees a future transfer and recycling station as something they could benefit a lot from regarding
distances. If the transfer and recycling station was located properly they could cut their
logistical costs considerably.

10.1.4 Simply Recycle
Simply Recycle is a processing recycling facility located in the western industrial area in
Gaborone. It is the only complete plastic recycler in Gaborone. They also collects the material
that they recycle, and there focus is only on plastic material, preferably low-density plastics. The
recycling process includes cleaning and processing of recovered plastic material into pellets.
This pellets are then transported to South Africa. Simply Recycle receives the material Shopping
malls, factories, shops and scavenging on the landfill. Simply Recycle only using their own trucks
when collecting the material. The approximate total amount of material that they handle is 2-5
tonnes per day. They receiving the material several times a day. The peaks in handled material
is the months before Christmas and around the Easter holiday. The available amount of plastic
material increases all the time according to Simply Recycle. If the amount of available material
would increase a lot it would only be a favour for Simply Recycle, they can handle more and
want to take care of more material. The major challenge according to Simply Recycle is that they
lacks support from the public bodies. The policies and legislation does not favour Simply
Recycle and their recycling business. They are feeling that they working against the wind and
there is little effort or no effort from the public bodies to collaborate within the recycling area. It
can express itself in that they lack sufficient electricity, water quantity and that they have
difficulties getting in skilled labour into Botswana from outside countries. They really see a
transfer and recycling station or a solution where they could get a more pure material from
closer distances as an advantage for them. They prefer to receive a sorted low-density soft
plastic material out of the transfer and recycling station.

10.1.5 Wasteage
Wasteage is a waste electronic process facility and is the only company that is doing this in
Gaborone. The process includes dismantling of electronic equipment. The equipment covers
computers, monitors, televisions, printers, air conditioners, stoves, refrigerators etc. They have
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five employees right now but will expand a lot in the nearest year depending on a new deal with
the government that will provide Wasteage with a lot more waste material. This deal includes
over 40000 units of different types but mostly computers, monitors and printers. The
dismantling process separates the used electronics into circuit boards, mother boards, glass,
metals, plastics and different types of hazardous materials. Wasteage are serving the major
banks and offices in Gaborone and from now on also the government. The customers are 100%
companies and no individuals.
Wasteage is handling approximately 360 tonnes of material every year and only in Gaborone.
But they mean that the available material out there is 2-3 times bigger than the total amount
they handle. Of these 360 tonnes there is a batch of 120 tonnes of plastic material that is sent to
South Africa for recycling. Wasteage saying that there are no recyclers in Gaborone who wants
the PVC high-density plastics. These 120 tonnes is transported to South Africa 3 times per year.
There is no seasonal changes in electric waste but a cyclic behaviour among companies. The
companies are buying a big stock and then dispose the old stock. Wasteage planning to put out
collection sites around in Gaborone at shopping malls and other similar places. This is because
they see that it is a lot of available material around in the city. They will probably do this next
year because they just waiting for funding from their bank to buy suitable collection containers.
The amount of used electronic material is increasing rapidly according to Wasteage and they
mean that the material roughly increases with at least 10% per year. So in five years it could
surely be a 50% increase in available material. The charges for leaving different types of
electronics are following. P65 per computer, P85 per CRT-monitor, P35 per printer which is the
main categories. When they have a bulk and not counting in units they charge around P500 per
ton in that case. It could be for example when a bank is dispose their small card readers. The
costs are that high because of the big distance to South Africa.
When Wasteage sell the dismantled material they receive for example P30 per kilo per circuit
board. When they sell metal or steel they sell it for P1.50 per kilogram to the local scrap dealers.
Steel and metal is the only material that is sold to local dealers in Gaborone. Copper is more
valuable and they get paid P6.50 per kilo of copper. Especially the CRT-monitors contains of
some copper material. Wasteage is telling that it is only for the last 2-3 years that the lcdmonitors has increased in offices so there is still a lot of the crt-monitors that is working and
still in work. Wasteage don’t get paid for the glass in the CRT-monitors because they actually
have to pay themselves to a hazardous landfill in Pretoria. The cost there is 35 Rand per unit of
glass. To put 30 tonnes on a truck to Johannesburg from Gaborone costs P17.000 and the
transporters just transport independently on what material you want them to transport.
Wasteage is sending away roughly 20 tonnes of steel, 5 tonnes of glass and 5 tonnes of circuit
boards per month to different locations. Wasteage preferably transports the circuit boards
themselves because the boards is a low-volume and high-value material.
The biggest opportunity Wasteage see is that they want a granulator so they could transport
more with less, now the volume of the material is so high compared to the value. Despite the
high price Wasteage is planning to buy a granulator. Another opportunity would be to have a
hazardous landfill or a recycling plant that were able to take care of the hazardous glass
material from the CRT-monitors. The waste department don’t enforces their own legislation in
the way they should according to Wasteage, but the legislation is good as it is besides that the
government not builds a hazardous landfill. The South Africans are not that happy to take care
of all hazardous waste from Botswana, they suggests that Botswana should take care of their
own hazardous waste material. Right now the companies around the waste management sector
in Gaborone don’t collaborate anything but next year the companies are setting up an
association that will help them collaborate and avoid duplicating their work around town.
Wasteage will be a part of this and the idea is very good according to them. The association
includes Wasteage, Skip Hire, Metal scrap dealers etc.
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Wasteage currently dealing with an American company in setting up an incinerator for the
electronic waste they process. This incineration would decrease their material that they have to
send to South Africa and from the incineration they could produce Ceramic Tiles according to
the American company. In the planning process for this incineration site they have actually
identified a need for a transfer and recycling station.
Another opportunity Wasteage see is that if a private household have a computer and want to
dispose it, you are forbidden to throw it at Gamodubu landfill or any other place and a transfer
and recycling station or some solution where individuals could leave their electronic equipment
would be a brilliant idea. According to Wasteage the pile of electronic equipment at the
households just increasing and they are very keen to take care of this equipment. A usual
method among the companies in Gaborone is to give the employees the used computers and
monitors when they are to old to use at the offices. So according to this Wasteage means that
there is a lot of material available at the homes of individuals because the computers are now
too old for them to and are piled around in their houses. So if there was some sort of solution at
the transfer and recycling station where people could leave their used electronic that would be
a big opportunity for Wasteage. A major challenge for Wasteage is the old CRT-monitors that is
a big part of the material they receive. The dismantling process of these is time-demanding and
there is a big part of hazardous material among these. Right now there is no hazardous landfill
in Botswana so they have to transport this heavy hazardous material to Pretoria, South Africa.

10.2 Interviews answers for the Waste Collection Organizations
10.2.1 Skip Hire
Skip Hire is the major waste collection company in Gaborone. Their head office is located in the
southern part of town and they have been doing their business for over 15 years. Skip Hire is
renting out skips for waste disposal and also collecting these skips. They offering skips for both
domestic waste and construction waste, the difference is that if you throw construction waste in
the skip you have to pay a higher fee because Skip Hire has to collect the skip with a special skip
truck instead of the regular compactor truck. The compactor trucks that Skip Hire uses is very
efficient and they compact regular waste from a shopping mall to a fifth of the original size of
the material. Skip Hire has two different sizes of compactor trucks, older ones with 11 cubic
meters compacted waste and newer ones with as much as 23 cubic meters compacted material.
So if you should transport the same amount of waste as the big compactor trucks in an open
truck, it has to be over 100 cubic meters with space.
Skip Hire has roughly 800 skips available and that is four times more than the nearest
competitor in the waste collection sector. After the waste has been collected from these skips
approximately 75% is transported to Gamodubu landfill, 20% to Ramotswa landfill and the rest
to Pilane landfill. The costs for using Skip Hires services is slightly higher than the competitors
but they match their prices with the quality of the collection and their extensive knowledge and
expertise. To rent a skip costs P400 per month for a 6 cubic meter standard skip and Skip Hire
charges P957 per collection of those skips. Skip Hire also provides smaller and bigger skips but
the 6 cubic is the most common among customers. The seasonal changes is a rise that starts a
few months before December and decays after Christmas. January is the least busy month. The
overall trend regarding the total available waste material is an increase with roughly 6-8%
annually, but not the last three years when it has been an economic decline in Botswana. When
this declining ending the waste will start to increase more again Skip Hire believes. It is more
expensive for Skip Hire to transport material that is impossible for the compactor trucks to take
care of, for example building rubble. The building rubble is transported with the skip trucks to
the landfill.
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The major collection points Skip Hire has is Gamecity, Airport Junction and Riverwalk Mall.
They also have a major collection point in Pakhalande which is 10 kilometres outside Gaborone
city centre. The materials that Skip Hire preferably transports is the lightest material because
they could compact that material more and the revenue will be higher the more you collects. A
big increase in available material would suit Skip Hire well because they have the expertise and
the muscles to deal with it easily. When Skip Hire charge for example a big shopping complex
they estimate the amount of waste that is generated there and a fixed fee is given after that
estimation. It would be impossible to charge per collection at those big sites. The skips are
emptied every day at these malls and also on weekdays and Skip Hire also empties the ones that
are not full.
In terms of the efficiency of Skip Hires business they are as efficient as they can get they think,
because they have modern compactor trucks that compacts the waste so much. Skip Hire also
has their own specialized mechanics that repairing their trucks and services them regularly,
because they are aware of the fact that the trucks need proper service to work efficient. Skip
Hire see two major challenges and that is the distance to the dumping sites and that it is an
imbalance between local authorities and private companies. The imbalance shows when the
private companies have to struggle with licences to carry waste material and that they have to
license their trucks every year. If the customers started to sort their material Skip Hire think
that their revenue would decrease because the customers will need fewer skips. They see the
decreased revenue as a risk, but there is always a risk with business. On the other hand it is
important for the environment to sort and they adds that proper sorting in Gaborone still is
years away from now. Skip Hire do not see a transfer and recycling station as the same threat
because someone still has to transport the waste to the facility and also from there. Skip Hire
also mentions that they look at other things that just the revenue in these kinds of
environmental questions. The work that Skip Hire does would be affected of a sorting station if
the total cost to dump at the sorting facility would match the current cost for disposal. If it is
not, Skip Hire will go on like before. The advantage that Skip Hire sees with sorting is
environmental and that the waste generators will save money on sorting. The disadvantage is
that Skip Hire will lose revenue.
Skip Hire means that there is a lack of understanding and communication from the
governmental side in these matters. Skip Hire wanted to put up a transfer station a couple of
years ago close to their office but the proposal was turned down by the authorities, and they
don’t know why. Skip Hire was also involved in the work before Gamodubu landfill were built
and mean that the landfill is located at a totally wrong place for the waste management
companies in Gaborone. Skip Hire advices the GTARS project to look at the old landfill site as a
location for the proposed transfer and recycling station because that is very good location
according to them. Still they think that it is difficult to build it there because of the office are that
is growing close to that location, but if the transfer and recycling station would be foreclosed
properly and not look like a waste dumping site it could work fine there. To put the transfer and
recycling station on the way to Gamodubu seems like a bad decision because then it is easier for
Skip Hire to just continue to Gamodubu. Skip Hire is also sceptical to the amounts of waste that
a transfer and recycling station facility can handle, is it really possible that it can handle all the
waste that will arrive from the Gaborone region. Skip Hire also advices GTARS project to not
take the narrow approach and only look at the transport costs, the overall approach is better.
Finally Skip Hire wants to add their feeling that Gaborone City Council and they growing apart
from each other every year and they are questioning how this could be solved.

10.2.2 Clean Cities & Towns
Clean Cities & Towns is a waste management company that collects waste and disposes it at the
landfill at Gamodubu. Everything they collect is blended and there is no sorted material among
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the waste. Another business they working with are to provide portable toilets and garden water.
They provide skips for companies and individuals and the total amount they handle is 200
skips. Clean Cities & Towns is also manufacturing the skips they are using. Customers can
choose either to have skips on contract and for single disposals. Clean Cities & Towns has 25
employees that working with waste management and they have a fleet of 3 compactor trucks
and 1 skip truck. The skips that they mostly use is the 6 cubic meter regular skip. It is the most
appropriate one when they going out to the landfill because it is possible to put them on top of
each other. Therefore, they can cut down on the trips to the landfill.
Clean Cities & Towns daily amount of collected waste is roughly 15 tonnes per day. They don’t
see any big differences over the season but when it is rain period in Botswana, the rain often
complicates the work because the waste gets wet easily and the trucks have to carry a heavier
load. The overall trend regarding the total amount of material they collect is increasing
approximately 20% annually. To hire a skip for a single disposal is costing P650. If you hire a
skip on contract the cost is P400 per month in rental fee, and P650 every time the skip is being
disposed. There is no big difference in costs if Clean Cities & Towns collects from a shopping
mall or a similar place. But there is a difference when they collect much heavier loads because
these loads can break down their trucks quite easy. Especially one customer that is having
sludge, slaughterhouse waste and other heavy liquids is a more expensive customer than the
regular ones.
Clean Cities & Towns do not measure any weights of the material they collect but approximately
they collects 1.5 tonnes in each shopping mall per day. In volume 1.5 tonnes is 6 skips. The
major companies where they collect waste are Choppies, Shop-us and Self-cash. They preferably
collect and transport domestic waste because it is the easiest waste to compress. Clean Cities &
Towns means that it is very unfortunate that the waste is not sorted anywhere in Gaborone.
They are aware of that the landfill will be overfilled in a couple of years and a solution for the
waste management was needed already yesterday. If there was an increase in waste Clean Cities
& Towns just need bigger trucks because they don’t have the biggest trucks available right now.
The major challenge for Clean Cities & Towns is the fuel costs due to the excessively long
distance to the landfill. It also breaks down their trucks in the long-term. So they are in a big
need for another solution than the landfill, as a suggestion a transfer and recycling station. In
that way Clean Cities & Towns could locate their employees and equipment close to the transfer
and recycling station and decrease the total distance that is driven. Another challenge is the
weather that is toiling upon the employees and the tires of the trucks. The third challenge is the
traffic that is far too heavy and often Clean Cities & Towns trucks are settled in a queue
somewhere in Gaborone. Fourth problem is the litter lying on the ground at the landfill that
punctures the tires of Clean Cities & Towns trucks. Clean Cities & Towns really sees the value in
waste and are only seeing advantages with a proper transfer and recycling station and sorted
waste.

10.2.3 Cleaning Wizards
Cleaning wizards is a company that is specialized in waste removal from both commercial
properties and households, but mainly commercial waste. They are doing that by providing the
customers with skips or bins that can be filled with waste, and then Cleaning Wizards are
coming to collect those. They accepts all types of domestic waste into these skips and bins. The
materials Cleaning Wizards do not accept is building waste and clinical waste, but they have a
special truck for collecting customer’s eventual clinical waste. Cleaning Wizards have 7 trucks of
different sizes and around 200 skips. There is different options for customers and depending on
their requirements. One can choose between having skips on contract that Cleaning Wizards is
collecting whenever you want to but not more than every day. You could also rent a skip for 5
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days that Cleaning Wizards is coming for after that period. All the collected waste is then
transported to the Gamodubu Landfill.
Cleaning Wizards is handling approximately 25 tonnes of waste per day and the major part of
that is among the skips. The big top of the season regarding the total amount of waste is
December where people are spending more money and therefore throwing more waste. They
also monitoring an almost daily increase in the waste amounts because the city of Gaborone is
growing a lot. Cleaning Wizards also mention that they think the landfill will be full in six years.
Cleaning Wizards have a pricelist for their different skip solutions. A regular skip (6.2 cubic
meters) that is collected once a week costs P3584/month incl VAT. A daily collection of this skip
on weekdays increases the price to P10.932/month incl VAT. They also provide a smaller halfsized skip (3 cubic meters) with roughly half the price of the regular one.
The major collections places are the following. Rail Park Mall where they collects 8 skips /day.
Universal Apartments, 9 skips / every second day. Gaborone Airport, 3 skips / day. Square Mart,
2 skips / day. In some days they also collects skips from Kgalagadi Breweries when Kgalagadis
own truck is broken. On the brewery they can collect as many as 4-5 skips per day. If Cleaning
Wizards could choose which material they would preferable transport it will be the lightest
possible material because it would hopefully not damage their trucks as much as the regular
heavy waste.
Cleaning Wizard mean that they quite easily would adapt if there was a major increase in waste
amounts. They just have to invest in more staff and equipment, but they would also plan this
action carefully so the expenditure level not rise too much. The big challenge for Cleaning
Wizards is the cost factor, especially fuel and repairing costs. Because Botswana don’t have any
factory for parts or similar, all people that have problems with their trucks have to wait for
transports of parts from South Africa. It is both expensive and time demanding. Cleaning
Wizards have to be ready with back-up trucks if a problem appears with the regular ones.
Cleaning Wizards is very negative over the distance to the landfill. The waste trucks are not
made for travelling such long distances with full load. They are made for collecting waste in
cities by driving short distances according to Cleaning Wizards. Cleaning Wizards is meaning
that every one of the disposal organizations are failing because of the landfill, especially the City
Council. The landfill is also bad in another meaning, it is the messy roads at the landfill site that
punctures their tires. If there was a transfer and recycling station located in Gaborone where
Cleaning Wizards could leave some of their waste and spare some trucks out to the landfill it
would be a great advantage for them. One other opportunity they see is that if waste material
were sorted in different fractions at source, Cleaning Wizards would be able to have different
trucks for different materials, especially smaller and more flexible trucks. To get most out of
sorting the waste it should be done at source they think. Cleaning Wizards is sceptical to some
of the recycling companies that collects paper and plastics out of the sites where Cleaning
Wizards operate. They mean that the recyclers need to know how to take care of waste material
properly instead of using the ”take what they want and get out of there” mentality that is going
on now. Often they are leaving the sites with waste flying around in the wind or laying on the
ground. After incidents like this Cleaning Wizards can receive complains from their customers
because they are the ones that are responsible for the waste disposal at the site.
If there was a proper recycling centre in Gaborone, Cleaning Wizards would also wanted to be
the first collector to cooperate to make that recycling centre work. But there is no adequate
recycler in Gaborone at the present time so Cleaning Wizards are sceptical in that the transfer
and recycling station will work efficiently because of that reason.
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10.2.4 Landscape Solutions
Landscape Solutions was founded in Jwaneng, 200 kilometres outside Gaborone. Now the main
business is ran from Gaborone. Their core business is landscaping like planting trees, tree
cutting and also waste management. They have 300 employees and 50 of them work with waste
management. Landscape Solutions own 2 compactor trucks (8 tonnes capacity) and 5 open
trucks (7 capacity). They mainly collects waste from University of Botswana where they collect
several times per weekday. The total amount of waste material they collect per day is very
roughly because Landscape Solutions do not have any record how much they collect and
dispose. According to their estimation they collects 10-20 tonnes of waste every day. The
seasonal changes depends on the Universities holidays. When there is much students at the
university, the amounts of waste is high. The overall trend is that the amount of waste increases
relative to the increasing intake of students, and right now there are over 6000 students at the
University of Botswana. These 6000 student generates a lot of waste according to Landscape
Solutions. The charges for waste is interrelated with the landscaping at the customers, but
roughly Landscape Solutions take P700 for a single load of waste. All the waste they collect is
transported to Gamodubu Landfill. Landscape Solutions have a contract with University of
Botswana for collecting waste every day. The last years Landscape Solutions has been the only
collector but with new regulations the university has to procure with more than one waste
company so now there is three different waste collection companies at the university. If the
available amount increases Landscape Solutions have to invest in more trucks and this is always
difficult, because of the investments.
The main challenge Landscape Solutions see is the poor road quality, especially out to the
landfill. Besides that it is very time and fuel demanding to go out there every day and that is a
challenge. The legislation is a challenge in the way that the trucks have to be licensed every
year, and that process is very slow every time you doing it. Without the license you are not
allowed to use them so you have to do this time demanding licensing.
One opportunity they have is that they should be able to cut up the sticks and branches they
collect, because they take up a lot of space both at the trucks and also at the landfill. This
opportunity would increase the lifespan of Gamodubu landfill. If the customers sorted their
material the work for Landscape Solutions would be a lot easier. Because now they have to
control the waste material at the collection site so the waste does not destroy the trucks.
Landscape Solutions know that a big part of the material they collect is recyclable and are also
aware of the fact that it is some companies that could buy waste material from them. So a
proper transfer and recycling station could be great solution according to Landscape Solutions.
Wood is a material they mean that a lot of organizations could take care of instead of filling up
the landfill with that. The wooden material is also taking a lot of space at the landfill.

10.2.5 Mileage costs for the Waste Collection Companies
This section contains information about expenditures regarding mileage costs gathered from
the waste collection companies in Gaborone. These costs is differing from time to time but they
have tried to be as accurate they can when they calculated the figures. The waste collectors
were not interested in putting their names on this sensitive data so the calculations was kept
anonymous. Their different figures varied very little so an average cost has been determined to
simplify the conclusion. To make clear, this data is from the middle of December 2013 and the
current diesel is the price listed below.
A regular waste collector truck achieve around 2 kilometer per liter of diesel. Add that together
with a round trip to Gamodubu from Gaborone is 70 kilometers. So with that data a fast
calculation gives us that one truck needs 35 liters of diesel for one round-trip to Gamodubu.
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With a current diesel price at P 9.60 the total cost for diesel is P 336.00. The waste companies
also adding the costs for tires into the mileage cost. On average it costs P 2.00 for tires per
kilometer. The last expenditure is the long-term maintenance (wear replacements, clutch
replacements, lubricants, oils, etc.) and this cost is around P 3.00 per kilometer.
So with all this in mind the waste collectors pay at least P 10.00 per kilometer they drive with
their compactor trucks. A round trip to Gamodubu (approx. 70 km) therefore costs around P
700.00 for a compactor truck.

10.3 Interview answers for the Waste Generation Organizations
10.3.1 Gamecity Mall
Gamecity is a shopping mall located in the southern part of Gaborone and it is the biggest mall
in Gaborone with 126 stores right now. Gamecity contains of retail stores, electronic stores,
supermarkets and a food court for restaurants. The waste material that is generated is mainly
cardboard, paper, plastic material, plastic bags and organic waste from restaurants. Gamecity
has totally 33 skips that is placed around the mall and each one of them is collected by Skip Hire.
This service cost P51k for November and that amount is quite steady. This deal with Skip Hire is
heavily negotiated and the cost is quite low according to Gamecity. Beside these skips there is
also cages for cardboards that is collected by Recycle-IT 2-3 times per week. The staff at the
stores are putting paper into these cages and it works properly according to Gamecity
management, this service is not anything that Gamecity pay for.
There is only one big seasonal top in the total amount of generated waste and that is the end of
the year around December. The trend of total waste material is on a steady rate and it is only
when a new store is opened the amount is increasing.
Gamecity is not thinking so much about the waste management, they think the costs for their
waste disposal is quite good and they have no other choice then to use Skip Hire. They also
mean that Skip Hire is very liable. But one thing they actually thinking of is the sorting of waste.
It would be possible for them to sort out the material better and if that would result in lowering
their waste management costs it is a great advantage. They do not see a sorting solution as
something very difficult to implement as the stores are doing what they are told regarding the
waste disposal. That does not mean it will be easy either, but it is doable.

10.3.2 Airport Junction Mall
Airport Junction is a shopping mall located in the northern part of Gaborone close to the airport.
The junction also includes a hotel with 104 rooms and a carwash. Totally it is 77 stores over a
37,000 square meter big area. The types of waste material that is generated from Airport
junction is cardboard, glass, plastics bags, food, paper, plastics, aluminium and concrete. They
are hiring two companies for their waste disposal and it is Skip Hire and Recycle-IT. Airport
Junction have a sorting yard outside their facility where two employees from Skip Hire and two
from Recycle-IT sort out cardboard, paper, plastic, cans and glass bottles from the other wet
waste and put it into Recycle-IT trucks. This is a solution that Airport Junction is satisfied with
because it decreases the total number of skips they have to pay for. Recycle-IT does not take any
fees for their services. The total number of skips Airport Junction has is 9 but 3 of them is used
at the sorting yard. Skip Hire collects these 9 skips for a fee of P40k per month but Airport
Junction pay extra for a solution where Skip Hire is packing the waste so the bees and flies don’t
interfere around the skips at the mall. This is a luxury that costs P10k per month but Airport
Junction think it is a service that the customers deserve because they get rid of all the annoying
animals around the waste skips. All the wet waste is transported by Skip Hire out to Gamodubu
Landfill and the recyclable material is transported to South Africa via Recycle-IT as far as
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Airport Junction now. The fee that Skip Hire takes is increasing roughly 7% per year according
to Airport Junction.
The seasonal tops regarding the total amounts of waste is around school holidays and it is
especially the cardboards that are increasing at those times. The overall trend over the nearest
years is steady and is not changing anything but the wet waste actually decreases around 1015% annually. The big challenge that Airport Junction faces is the distance to Gamodubu
Landfill that affects them in the long run. They mean that the landfill in Pilane should be used
instead but that landfill is closed now.

10.3.3 Riverwalk Mall
Riverwalk Mall is located in the eastern part of Gaborone and the mall have around 75 stores
right now. The waste that is generated from them is cardboard, plastics, plastic bags and waste
from the restaurants. The waste is collected by Skip Hire and the mall have total amount of 1215 skips that is collected almost every day. There is also some sort of special skip where the
cardboard is dumped. All the waste is disposed with skips and everything goes to the landfill at
Gamodubu. The total cost for the skips is P60k per month and that amount is increasing with
almost 10% year according to Riverwalk Mall. Some of the paper and plastic material that is
disposed from the stores at Riverwalk is collected by Recycle-IT and that service is free for
Riverwalk. There are no big seasonal changes at Riverwalk but a little top over the Christmas is
discovered. The overall trend in total amounts of waste is steady and therefore Riverwalk
wondering why the costs is increasing so much. The effectiveness of the waste management is
fine according to Riverwalk but the challenge is the costs. The costs are so high and if was
possible to decrease them in some way it would be interesting. Sorting out different materials
would be possible for Riverwalk in the future and if it would decrease their waste management
costs it is a great advantage.

10.4 Opinion posts from the Workshop Discussion
This section contains what came up during the workshop discussion and in a way the
stakeholders clearly said it. So these bullets explain clearly what the different stakeholders said
at the workshop.
Why was not the local expertise involved when the transfer and recycling station project
began? Why Gaborone City Council did initiate a Swedish partnership when there is
knowledge in Gaborone already? One stakeholder says that there is a lack of
understanding from GCC of what the local organizations actually can achieve with their
knowledge.
The stakeholder wondering about the other transfer and recycling station project that
some Japanese people trying to initiate with the Department of Waste Management and
Pollution Control. Besides that they are all really worried about the lack of communication
between GCC and DWMPC. It is like one stakeholder say, the left hand does not know what
the right hand does. GCC and DWMPC have to work together.
What will the dump cost be at the transfer and recycling station? More or less than the fee
at Gamodubu?
Who will have the right to recycle and take care of the material that is dumped at the
transfer and recycling station?
A question mark from one stakeholder is the consultation around the transfer project. The
GCC just going forward with the Swedes and not taking other local stakeholders into
account until now.
Another question that was raised is what the transfer and recycling station is going to
bring the stakeholders.
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Why is it only around 10-15% of the concerned stakeholders on the workshop today?
It should be some constitutions ore guidelines for the concerned stakeholders around the
waste management issue?
Where will the money come from to run the transfer and recycling station facility? Will
the cost be less or more than to transport the waste out to Gamodubu. It is important to
see this in a bigger perspective regarding the expenditure.
After the feasibility study is done, will GCC take all the waste and not only recyclables into
account when they construct this facility? Maybe there is a risk for a single minded focus
on just a few materials.
Are the stakeholder going to be invited in the future, they should be integrated after the
feasibility study.
Why will this project succeed when the last transfer and recycling station project was
buried before someone even build that station?
One big issue is the behaviour in Gaborone. People are not willing to pay P10 for disposal
of their waste so why would they sort or even go to the transfer and recycling station with
their waste material? Right now it would be impossible to make people sort their waste.
Something that troubles some stakeholders is that all the involvement in waste
management projects and ideas around new solutions always ending up in nothing or that
the stakeholder being side-lined. These actions take a lot of time and energy and therefore
the concerned stakeholder also want something back. There is meetings with all kind of
people from all over the world but in the end no one see the local stakeholder in the
forefront.

10.5 Stakeholder Surveys
10.5.1 Survey – Skip Hire
Institution: Skip Hire
Name: Chris Simon
Position: General Manager
What are the main opportunities of the GTARS project?
These are more advantages and not opportunities.
If the Transfer and recycling station is close to Gaborone, then there will be a
transportation and cost advantage.
There will also be a “turn-around-time” advantage allowing Skip Hire to better utilize its
vehicle resources
What obstacles do you see?
THE LOCATION
Lack of support from the public and waste management contractors.
Lack of suitable management skills.
Lack of suitable funding for the operation and management thereof.
The ability to process the volumes of waste entering the facility
Failure to receive approval from the public from an EIA point of view
In what way can you or your institution contribute to this project? (Experience,
information, other)
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Our experience and advice will assist to avoid any potential pitfalls.
Are there other partners or stakeholders that you deem relevant for this project?
Office of The President (Our President is very strong on the environment)
Recycling companies - already included
Waste Management companies - already included
Gaborone City Council - already included
University of Botswana
Institute of Waste Management
Department of Waste Management and Pollution Control
Department of Environmental Affairs
Ramotswa Local Authority
Tlokweng Local Authority
Mogoditshane Local Authority
Mochudi / Pilane Local Authority
NGOs - there are a few of these organisations
Ministry of Environment, Wildlife & Tourism
BOCCIM (Botswana Chamber of Commerce)
Businesses
Public in general
Would you agree to be contacted to further discuss your ideas?
Yes

10.5.2 Survey – Leaf Environmental Solutions
Institution: Leaf Environmental Solutions (PTY) Limited
Name: Marion Simon
Position: General Manager
What are the main opportunities of the GTARS project?
Environmental positives – less refuse to the landfill
Hopefully to encourage residents to use refuse bins and to recycle thereby making
Gaborone cleaner and more appealing visually
Giving waste a value, hopefully educating the public about the cost of disposing waste
What obstacles do you see?
Lack of support from the public (psychological resistance)
Lack of support from stakeholders due to incorrect consultation process and so many
other initiatives that have never been materialized
Many companies in Botswana have made presentations to GCC along the same lines and
have been turned down
Internal conflict between the various Government Departments (DWMPC, GCC) working
with different partners (Swedes and Japanese) – all hoping for the same outcome
In what way can you or your institution contribute to this project? (Experience,
information, other)
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Giving you candid feedback about what is actually happening in the market place.
Are there other partners or stakeholders that you deem relevant for this project?
Chris of Skip Hire is an expert in this field. As deputy director of Greater Johannesburg
Metropolitan Council he was responsible for the waste disposal (all wastes: 6 landfill sites,
3 incinerators and an automatic recycling plant) for the entire Johannesburg area. He has
also consulted to GTZ, was a member of the team that wrote Botswana’s waste
management act and has consulted extensively.
Would you agree to be contacted to further discuss your ideas?
Yes

10.5.3 Survey – Recycle-IT
Institution: Recycle IT Botswana
Name: Bethwell Salis
Position: General Manager
What are the main opportunities of the GTARS project?
Will create employment, and income for the less fortunate
Instil waste segregation awareness, and education
Will encourage waste processing locally
What obstacles do you see?
Poor consultation between the GCC, DWMPC and Stakeholders
Lack of Waste Processing Plants locally
Transportation of waste to the Transfer and recycling station will still be a challenge for
many
Dissemination of collection rights for Stakeholders will be a challenge
Lack of incentives for the general public and stakeholders
In what way can you or your institution contribute to this project? (Experience,
information, other)
Over 10 years of experience in waste collection and transfer
A well-developed data capture, and incentive pay out system
Provision of plant and machinery, including receptacles for baling and storage
Links with Waste Converters and End User’s
Transportation
Training and Waste Segregation educational materials and awareness
A modern drive through computerized weighbridge at our site
Are there other partners or stakeholders that you deem relevant for this project?
Yes, but a Waste Management institution must be established
The DWMPC, The Land Boards and Government Ministry responsible
Would you agree to be contacted to further discuss your ideas?
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Yes

10.5.4 Survey – Dumatau
Institution: Dumatau Trading (Pty) Ltd
Name: Stephen Coleman
Position: Managing Director
What are the main opportunities of the GTARS project?
Domestic Waste will now be able to be sorted and recycled before the residue is sent to
the Landfill.
This will reduce transport costs to the Council as well as bringing income to recyclers like
ourselves and employment to sorters at the transfer and recycling station.
It will greatly extend the life of the landfill but will also be effective even if new landfill
sites are chosen.
It will double the effectiveness of the Council’s Compressor trucks as these will not waste
time going to the landfill.
It will smooth the way to domestic segregation of waste.
It will open a new chapter on the collection waste and recycling in Botswana.
What obstacles do you see?
Financial Resources
There must be close cooperation with the private sector waste recyclers.
If Composting is part of the plan then a marketing plan is necessary so that the compost is
used at Glen Valley Farms owned by the council.
In what way can you or your institution contribute to this project? (Experience,
information, other)
We have no experience running transfer and recycling stations but have strong
connections with the major paper mills in South Africa. These would definitely assist.
Are there other partners or stakeholders that you deem relevant for this project?
Department of Waste Management and Pollution Control
Would you agree to be contacted to further discuss your ideas?
Yes
10.5.5 Survey – University of Botswana
Institution: University of Botswana
Name: Moagisi Raditsebe
Position:
What are the main opportunities of the GTARS project?
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Good business for smaller businesses
What obstacles do you see?
Attitude
Poor regulations
Poor laws implementation
In what way can you or your institution contribute to this project? (Experience,
information, other)
Separate waste at source
Form waste organizations
GCC and Waste & Sanitation must merge
Are there other partners or stakeholders that you deem relevant for this project?
Would you agree to be contacted to further discuss your ideas?
Yes

10.6 Interview Questions in the Interview study
10.6.1 Interview questions for sources of material
Give a short description of what your organization do?
What is the type of waste you generates/sorting with related weight/volume and to which
collectors?
Who is transporting the material and how often?
How is it transported?
Where is this material transported?
What is the cost for different fractions?
How are the seasonal changes for the materials?
What is the trend regarding amounts of material in the nearest 5 years?
What are your opportunities and challenges regarding making your waste material
management more efficient and effective?
Would it be possible for you and interesting to sort your waste more if it resulted in lower
waste management costs?

10.6.2 Questions for transporters/collectors of waste material
Give a short description of what your organization do?
Type and volume/weight of waste material that you transport? Annually, weekly, per day?
How are the seasonal changes for the materials?
What is the overall trend regarding the different waste materials?
How do you think the approximate amounts of the materials are in five years?
How much do you charge your customers for collecting different material?
What are the differences in expenditure for you, transporting the different materials?
Where are your major collecting points with associated volumes/weights?
Where do you deliver the material with associated volumes/weights?
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What are the ratios in weight/volume between the materials delivered to different
locations?
What material/materials do you preferably transport?
How could you deal with an increase in material?
What are your opportunities and challenges regarding making your waste material
transportation more efficient and effective?
How would your work be affected if the customers sorted their material?
How would your work be affected if there was a sorting station in Gaborone?
What pros & cons do you see if the materials where more sorted?

10.6.3 Questions for recipients of waste material
Give a short description of what your organization do?
What material/materials are you main focus?
Where do you mainly receive this material from?
Which are the main transporters of this material?
What type and volume/weight of waste material do you receive?
How often do you receive the material?
How are the seasonal changes for the material you receive?
What is the trend regarding the amounts of material?
How would you be affected if the amounts increase?
What are your opportunities and challenges regarding making your operation more
efficient and effective?
How would your work be affected if you received a more sorted material?
Briefly describe what materials are generating the biggest revenue for you?
Describe in what way the purity of the received materials affecting you?
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10.7 Map over Gaborone with associated stakeholders

Figure 4 – Stakeholder map
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10.8 Photos

Figure 5 – Gamodubu landfill

Figure 6 – Dumatau site
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Figure 7 – Collect-A-Can site

Figure 8 – Airport Junction sorting yard
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Figure 9 – Sorting bin from Recycle-IT
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